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s T C L 0 u D s T A T E u N I V E R s I T y 
University Calendar 
May 3, Friday 
May 13, Monday 
May 17, Friday-
June 14, Friday 
May 31, Friday 
July 3, Friday 
First Summer Term 
June 10, Monday 
June 12, Wednesday 
June 11, Friday 
June 21, Friday 
July 3, Wednesday 
July 4, Thursday 
July 8, Monday 
July 11, Thursday 
July 12, Friday 
Advance registration for first and second term ends (Atwood 
Center Ballroom, 8:30-2:30). 
Class schedules and bills mailed to students who registered in 
advance (by May 3). 
Registration for students who did not advance register or 
who did not pay fees by May 31 if they did advance register. 
Drop/Add (schedule changes) for first and second term: 117 
Administrative Services Building. 
Deadline for fee payment for advance registration for first term. 
(Classes will be cancelled for non-payment.) 
Deadline for fee payment for advance registration for second term. 
(Classes will be cancelled for non-payment.) 
Day and evening classes begin. 
Financial Aid awards distributed for both sessions. 
Registration and additions to schedule end (late fee or add fee 
added to registration fee beginning June 11). SEE IATE 
FEES/ADD FEES. 
Graduation application deadline for summer quarter. 
Deadline for fee payment for advance registration for second term. 
Independence Day (Holiday). 
Deadline for dropping first term classes. 
Last day classes meet. 
Official closing of first summer term. 
Second Summer Term 
May 13, Monday 
May 17, Friday-
July 19, Friday 
June 21, Friday 
July 3, Wednesday 
July 15, Monday 
July 19, Friday 
August 12, Monday 
August 15, Thursday 
August 16, Friday 
Class schedules and bills mailed to students who registered in 
advance (by May 3). 
Registration for students who did not advance register or 
who did not pay fees by July 3 if they did advance register. 
Drop/Add (schedule changes) for second term: 117 Administrative 
Services Building (late fee or add fee added to registration fee 
beginning July 18). SEE IATE FEES/ADD FEES. 
Deadline for graduation applications for summer quarter. 
Deadline for fee payment for advance registration for second term. 
Day and evening classes begin. 
Registration and additions to schedule end (late fee or add fee 
added to registration fee beginning July 16). SEE IATE 
FEES/ADD FEES. 
Deadline for dropping second term courses. 
Last day classes meet. 
Summer quarter commencement. Official closing of second 
summer term. 
All provisions within this class schedule are subject to change without notice. The university schedule 
and calendar are subject to modification or cancellation due to occurrences such as lack of 
enrollment, lack of funding, fire, flood, labor disputes, interruption of utility services, acts of nature, 
civil disorder and war. In the event of such occwrences, the university will al/empt to accommodate 
its students. It does not, however, guarantee that courses of instruction, extra curricular activities or 
other university programs or events will be completed or rescheduled. Refunds will be made to eligible 
students in accordance with State Universi1y Board policy. 
Prepared by the Offices of Graduate Studies/Summer School, Public 
Relations and Publications, and Printing Services. 
SCSU is an equal opportunity educator and employer. 
WELCOME FROM THE DIRECTOR 
Welcome to summer session at St. Cloud State University, a time when the campus 
is prettier and the classes smaller than at any other time of the year. There are 
many reasons for coming to summer school. Most students find that they can: 
- take a high demand course they could not get during the regular school year. 
- complete their degrees more quickly. 
- take special workshops and courses not offered at other times. 
- transfer credit to other colleges. 
- enjoy not having Friday classes. 
- participate in many summer activities in and around St. Cloud. 
The summer school wishes you a happy and productive summer. Below are the 
four steps to coming to summer school at St. Cloud State. If you have further 
questions, please call the Summer School office at 612-255-2114. 
Sidney F. Parham 
Director of Summer Sessions 
FOUR STEPS TO SUMMER AT SCSU 
1. Apply for admission if you are not already a student at SCSU. (p. 2) 
2. Investigate financial aid, housing, and student services. (p. 5) 
3. Register for classes. (pp. 2-5) 
4. Go to class. 
Immunization Requirement 
The Minnesota State Legislature has passed an immunization law (MS135.Al4) that requires students attending educational 
institutions in Minnesota to show proof of immunity to measles, mumps, rubella, diphtheria, and tetanus. Students who were 
born before 1957, are enrolled in only one class or are enrolled in extension classes are exempt from this law. 
Anyone enrolled for more than one class summer quarter who fails to submit the required information to the University 
Health Services by July 25, 1991, will not be allowed to advance register for the next quarter. Forms arc available at 
registration and Health Services, Hill Hall. 
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Information about Registration 
When and Where 
Advance registration: May 3, 1991 
Atwood Center Ballroom, 8:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. 
New special, new graduate, former and currently 
enrolled students are strongly encouraged to 
take advantage of advance registration. Classes 
with low enrollment may be cancelled. 
On-campus day and evening classes begin: 
June 10, First Term/July 15, Second Term 
Graduation application deadline for summer 
quarter. June 21, 1991 
Registration, Adding and/or 
Dropping Courses 
(SEE ADVANCE REGISrR.ATION) 
(Hours: 8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.) 
Students may register, add and/or drop 
regularly scheduled classes for first term from 
May 17 through June 14 in Room I 17 of the 
Administrative Services Building. There will be 
no refund for first term classes dropped after 
June IO (see refund policy). First term classes 
which are dropped may not be used to "off set" 
tuition for second term. Students may register, 
add and/or drop regularly scheduled classes for 
second term from May 17 through July 19 in 
Room 117 of the Administrative Services 
Building. There will be no refund for second 
term classes dropped after July 15 (see refund 
policy). 
Admissions 
New undergraduate students must submit an 
application for admission. Write the Office of 
Admissions, ll5 Administrative Services 
Building, St. Cloud State University, 720 South 
4th Avenue, St. Clo ud, MN 56301-4498; Phone 
612-255-2243, or contact your high school 
counselor for admission information and 
materials. The Admissions Office welcomes 
prospective students who wish to tour the 
campus and/or visit with an ad mission 
counselor. 
New graduate students must write to the Office 
of Graduate Studies for admission information 
and materials. Write the Office of Graduate 
Studies, St. Cloud State University, 720 South 
4th Avenue, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498; Phone 
612-255-2113. 
New students not pursuing a degree at St. Cloud 
State University are automatically classified as a 
special student. The registratio n form will serve 
as the admission form . for special students. 
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Advising--Advance Registration 
All undergraduate students enrolled in daytime 
classes spring quarter who have not been 
officially admitted to a major program of study 
must confer with their faculty advisers before 
registering at advance registration. Students 
should have the working schedule form 
completed before seeing their adviser. Faculty 
advisers will give students a signed permit to 
register which must be presented at advance 
registration. DO NOT WAIT until the last day 
to obtain the registration permit. See your 
adviser before May 3. 
Students who are on "academic probation" 
spring quarter may not advance register for 
summer quarter. Students on "normal progress" 
probation may advance register for summer 
quarter. 
Auditing 
If you are auditing a course (taking it for no 
credit) you must mark "audit" on your 
registration form at the time you register. 
Building Abbreviations 
AMC = Atwood Memorial Center 
BB = Business Building 
131-1 = 13rown Hall 
CH = Centennial Ha ll 
EB = Education Building 
ECC = Engineering and Computing Center 
Ell = Eastman Hall 
HI-I = Headley Hall 
HaH = Halenbcck Hall 
I-Jal-I-AR = Halenbeck Hall , Archery Range 
Hal-I-ARENA = 1-lalenbeck, Jee Arena 
I-Ial-1-DS = 1-lalenbeck Hall, Dance Studio 
Hal-I-EB = Halenbeck Hall, East Balcony 
1-IaH-GG = Halenbeck Hall , Gymnastics Gym 
Hal-I-MG = Halcnbeck Hall, Main Gym 
HaH-NI3 = Halenbeck Hall, North Balcony 
HaH-OS = Halenbeck Hall, Outside 
Hal-1-P = 1-lalenbeck Hall, Pool 
1-laH-S = 1-lalenbeck, New Addition (So.) 
llaH-SAC = l-lalenbeck, Activity Center 
Hal-1-SRB = 1-lalenbeck, Racquetball Courts 
l-laH-SWG = 1-lalenbeck, Wrest ling Gym 
Hal-I-TC = 1-lalenbeck, Tennis Courts 
1-IaH-TR = Halenbeck, Training Room 
l-lal-l-Wl3 = Halenbeck, West Balcony 
KVAC = Kiehle Visual Arts Center 
LI-I = Lawrence Hall 
Ml-I = Mitchell Hall 
MS = Mathematics and Science Center 
PA = Performing Arts Center 
R = Riverview 
SI I = Stewart Hall 
Classroom numbers follow building 
abbreviation on the class sched ule. 
Change of Address 
If you change your address at any time during 
the quarter, you must complete a Change of 
Address form in the Office of Records and 
Registration, 120 Administrative Services 
Building. 
Class Load 
Two summer terms are equivalent to one 
quarter. The maximum load for a graduate 
student (any student registered for a graduate 
course) is 16 credits, not to exceed 9 credits in 
any one summer term. All undergraduate 
students accepted in a major program or 
intending to major in a program wishing to 
register for more than 10 credits per term must 
secure permission in advance o f registration 
from their college dean. All undergraduate 
students undecided about a major must secure 
pe rmissio n for more than IO credits per term 
from the Assistant Vice President for Academic 
Affairs. 
Class Numbering System 
011-099 = No Credit 
100, 200 = Freshmen and Sophomores 
300, 400 = Juniors and Seniors 
500, 600 = Graduate 
College of Business 
Requirements 
A student must be admilled to pre-business or 
be admitted to a major and have a 2.5 GPA to 
enroll in Accounting 291, 292, 293; 13CIS 150, 
240 and 241; Marketing 235. The major need 
not be offered by the College of Business. To 
enroll in 300 and 400 level courses offered by 
the College of Business a student must be 
admitted to a major and have completed 96 
credits and have a 2.65 GP A. A student must 
have copleted 44 credits to enroll in Accounting 
291. 
Dropping (withdrawing from) 
Courses 
(Hours: 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.) 
You may drop a course received at Qdvance 
registration any time before you pay fees 
without paying for the course ( deadline, May 
31). You also may drop a course and receive a 
full refund on or before June 10 for first term 
and July 15 for second term. No refunds will be 
made for courses dropped after June 10 for first 
term and July 15 for second term unless all 
courses are dropped (see refund policy, cost and 
refund section). 
You may withdraw from a full-term course 
(without refund) before June 14 for first term 
and July 19 for second term without the 
signat ure of the instructor. The instructor's 
signature is required for full-term courses 
dropped (withdrawn) from June 17 through July 
8 for first term, and July 22 through August 12 
for second term. You should not wait until the 
last day to discuss this matter with the 
instructor. The instructor's signature is not 
required to withdraw completely from the 
university or to drop an evening or extension 
course; however, the deadlines still apply. The 
instructor's signature is required after June 17 
for first term and July 22 for second term, to 
drop a class which meets less than full term. 
The Drop/Add form must be signed by the 
instructor and processed by the Office of 
Records and Registration before 80% of the 
class meeting days have elapsed. 
Final Examinations 
Each faculty member is responsible for 
scheduling the final examination. 
Free Time Blocks 
(Advance Registration Only) 
The class schedule lists a series of free time 
periods available for blocking out segments of 
the day. The time block listings are found after 
the direction section of this class schedule. In 
requesting the free time blocks you should 
realize that: 
A. Designating free time means that you WILL 
NOT be assigned any courses during that 
time . 
B. Requests for free time decrease the chances 
of having your schedule completed. 
A free time block should be requested only 
when absolutely necessary. List the requested 
time block under the First Choice section of the 
Course Request card . You should block out the 
entire term if you are unable to attend classes 
during the term. Use 9990 if you cannot attend 
the first term and 9995 if you cannot attend the 
second term. 
Major Students Only 
To enroll in courses listed as major students 
only, you must be officially admitted to a major, 
minor or program in that department. Students 
who have not been officially admitted to the 
major or minor of the department may not 
register for these classes without approval of the 
department chairperson. 
Meeting Times 
0800 = 8:00 a.m. 
1300 = 1:00 p.m. 
1800 = 6:00 p.m. 
"Lab Arranged" means that additional meeting 
times will be scheduled on an individual basis. 
Day Classes = Classes that meet 0800 through 
1650. 
Eveni ng Classes = Classes that begin at 1700 or 
later. 
Courses that meet other than for the full 
quarter or the first half or second half are listed 
with the Begin and End Dates in the course 
schedule. 
M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; 
R = Thursday; F = Friday; S = Saturday. 
Permission Form Required 
Permission of the department chairperson is 
needed for all classes listed as "Permission Form 
Required." These include arranged courses and 
independent study courses. Receive written 
permission on the proper forms to submit with 
your course request form at registration. Forms 
are available from the department chairperson. 
Prerequisite 
An asterisk (*) behind the course number 
indicates there is a prerequisite for the course 
which is listed in the Undergraduate Bulletin or 
the Graduate Bulletin. You must have the 
instructor's permission to register for a class if 
you are not currently registered for or have 
completed the prerequisite. 
Rebates for Interns and Student 
Teachers 
Interns and student teachers may apply for a 
rebate of a portion of the student union and 
activities fees they have paid if their duty station 
is located more than fifty (50) miles from St. 
Cloud (as defined by the State of Minnesota 
Mileage Chart). The rebate forms are available 
in Atwood Ballroom at advance registration or 
in the Administrative Services Building, Room 
117. The Rebate Request Form must be 
returned to AS-117 no later than the final day 
of the student teaching or internship 
assignment. 
Registration Policy for 
Previously Attempted Courses 
The fo llowing courses will not be scheduled if 
they have been previously attempted: ACCT 
291, 292; BCIS 150, 240, 241; BEOA 309; CSCI 
270, 272, 275, 280, 383; EE 251, 252; ENGL 162, 
163; MATH 130, 131, 241, 254; MCS 268; 
MGMF 361, 363, 371; MKGB 235, 320; POL 
313, 413; SPC 161; URB 200. A withdrawal is 
considered as an attempt. You may attempt to 
register for these courses after advance 
registration. 
Registration Priority 
Physically handicapped students may be granted 
a registration priority for advance registration. 
They should report to the information table at 
advance registration if they have not received 
priority in the past. 
Variable Credit 
A course listed with YR credit means the course 
may be taken for variable credit. The number 
of credits must be approved by the instructor 
and department chairperson. Forms are 
available frQm the department chairperson and 
must be submitted at registration. 
Advance Registration 
(May 3) 
New special, new graduate, former and currently 
enrolled students are encouraged to take 
advantage of advance registration. This will 
allow the best possible class schedule. Classes 
with low enrollment may be cancelled. 
1. The following students who are eligi ble to 
attend St. Cloud State University may take 
advantage of advance registration . 
A. Students not on academ ic probation 
enrolled in classes during spring quarter. 
Day students must present some form of 
identification (College ID, driver's 
license, permit to register, etc.) to receive 
registration materials. Materials will be 
completed at the Atwood Center 
Ballroom from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
Advance registration ends May 3. 
B. Students wishing to enroll in evening and 
off campus courses should see the 
appropriate class schedule or section of 
this booklet for registration instructions. 
C. New special, new graduate and former 
students not enrolled in day classes 
spring quarter 1991 should complete the 
Course Request Form in the back of this 
booklet. Advance registration requests 
must be postmarked no later than May 3. 
Forms received after that date will be 
returned. 
D. New entering undergraduate students will 
receive registration instructions when 
accepted for admission to the University 
and may not advance register. 
2. Instructions for preparing the course request 
form. 
A. Prepare a "Working Schedule" (sec 
bottom right of next page) to make 
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certain you do not schedule a time conflict. 
Permission from one instructor must be 
presented at advance registration to 
schedule a time conflict. Day students 
should register for their evening on-campus 
classes at the same time they register for 
their day classes. 
B. Write your name and social security number 
in the appropriate space provided on the 
working schedule form. If you do not have 
a social security number, you must report to 
the Office of Records and Registration. 
Your registration will not be processed 
unless you have a social security number or 
nine digit number approved by that office. 
C. List the four digit course reference number, 
department name, course number, section, 
credit, class time and class days (see Class 
Numbering System). 
D. For each first choice, list an appropriate 
alternate course in the alternate section of the 
working schedule form. Do not use different 
sections of first-choice courses as alternate 
courses. First choices will be scheduled first. 
When a first choice is not available the 
program will schedule you in a different 
section of the same course which meets at 
the same time. If that is not available or 
there is no other section at the same time it 
will select another section that does not 
conflict with your other scheduled classes. If 
that fails (no section available) it will go to 
your alternate classes and repeat the 
process. 
E. The class schedule has a series of free time 
periods available for blocking out segments 
of the day or a term. However, in doing so, 
you should realize that: 
1. Designating free time means that you will 
not be assigned any courses during that 
time. 
2. Requests for free time decrease the 
chances of having your schedule 
completed. 
A free time block should be requested only 
when absolutely necessary because of 
commuting problems, a work schedule or 
other university obligations. You should 
block out the entire term if you are unable to 
attend classes during that term. Use 9990 if 
you cannot attend the first term and 9995 if 
you cannot attend the second term. 
F. Complete the course request form. Print 
name and social security number on the 
course request form. Carefully copy the 
course reference numbers from your 
working schedule. Make certain you place 
your first choice of classes on the left and 
your alternate courses on the right. An 
alternate course must be on the same line as 
the first choice course. Make certain you 
have listed the courses and free time blocks 
correctly for the proper term. Do not 
schedule time conflicts within the same term. 
G. If you wish to audit a course (receive no 
credit), circle the box after the course 
reference number. 
H. Your approved class schedule and fee 
statement will be mailed to your local 
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address on May 13. Fees must be paid by May 
31 for first summer term and July 3 for second 
term. 
Evening Class Registration 
Evening students who did not advance register 
or did register but did not pay fees by May 31 
for first term and July 3 for second term may 
register by calling the Office of Records and 
Registration ( 612-255-2111) anytime from May 
17 but no later than June 14 for first term and 
May 17 but no later than July 19 for second 
term (Hours: 8:00 a .m. - 4:00 p.m.). 
(Evening classes will begin June 10 for first term 
classes and July 15 for second term classes.) 
Telephone Registration 
Telephone registration will be available for 
students who did not advance register. Many 
courses may not be available because they will 
be filled to capacity through advance 
registration. To register (reserve classes) for 
first and/or second term, students may call 612-
255-2111 between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. from 
May 17 through May 31 and between 8:00 a.m. 
and 4:00 p.m. from June 17 through June 28 for 
second term. THESE ARE THE ONLY DATES 
AVAILABLE FOR TELEPHONE 
REGISTRATION EXCEPT FOR EVENING 
CLASSES. 
Workshops, Institutes and Tour 
Registration 
1. Registration for on-campus summer 
workshops, institutes and tours NOT listed 
as "Permission Form Required" shall follow 
all dates, deadlines, and procedures as listed 
under Advance Registration or students 
may register the first day of class. Please 
refer to the section entitled "Adding and/or 
Dropping Courses.• 
2. Registration for those workshops, institutes 
and tours carrying the designation 
"Permission Form Required" are courses in 
which the instructor's written permission is 
required for registration, therefore, a special 
registration procedure has been established. 
Students must immediately contact the 
instructor for permission to enroll after 
which the instructor will forward 
registration instructions to the students. 
Students should return the permission 
form when registering. 
3. Students may not register for more than 
one workshop credit over two days, two 
workshop credits over four days or a 
calendar week, or a maximum of four 
workshop credits over two calendar weeks. 
4. Consult the latest Graduate Bulletin for 
workshop credit limitations on graduate 
programs. 
-COMPIETE THIS FORM BEFORE YOU SEE YOUR ADVISER-
Working Schedule Form 
NAME __________________ _ .___,___,__.I ITI 'L........L---'--...1..-..J 
Social Security Number last First Middle Maiden 
FIRST CHOICE ALTERNATE CHOICE 
CREF DEPT CIISE SECT HRS TIME M T w R F CREF DEPT CIISE SECT HRS TIME 








Reference Number (always four digits) 
















Single and double rooms for men, women and 
married couples are available in the residence 
halls. Approximate rates will be $150.00 per 
person/per session~ouble room, $185.00 per 
person/per session-single room. Daily rates 
are $9.00 for a double room and $12.00 for a 
single room. These rates are subject to change 
by action of the State University Board. The 
residence halls will open for occupancy 
beginning at 1:00 p.m. Sunday, June 9, and will 
remain open for both summer terms. If you are 
interested in reserving a room in a residence 
hall you may write directly to the Director of 
Housing, Carol Hall, St. Cloud State University, 
720 South 4th Avenue, St. Cloud, MN 56301-
4498, or phone 612-255-2166 for the necessary 
application materials. During the summer 
terms, reservations are for residence hall rooms 
only. Students should furnish personal items 
including pillows, · linens and blankets for a twin 
size bed. Food service is available at Atwood 
Center on a cash a la carte basis. The halls also 
provide small kitchen units which are available 
for snack preparation. Room refrigerators may 
be rented. 
Financial Aid 
Financial assistance is available to students who 
meet the eligibility requirements. Pell Grant 
and Minnesota State Grant are available to 
students who have not used their full eligibility 
from the preceding award year. Students with 5 
or less credits may apply for Minnesota Part-
Time Grant. Students may apply for assistance 
under the following loan programs: 
1) Stafford Loan 
2) Parent Loan (PLUS) 
3) Supplemental Loan to Students (SLS) 
4) Student Educational Loan Fund (SELF) 
There is also a short-term loan program 
available through the Office of Scholarships and 
Financial Aid. Work study jobs are available to 
students who qualify. 
Application materials and information about 
financial aid programs may be obtained by 
contacting the Office of Scholarships and 
Financial Aid, 106 Administrative Services 
Building; phone 612-255-2047. 
Students receiving summer financial aid* 
must be in attendance at SCSU at least half 
time the spring quarter preceding or the fall 
quarter following summer in order to be eligible 
to receive assistance. Regulations also stipulate 
that a student must be enrolled at least half 
time• during the summer and be accepted into a 
degree or certificate program at SCSU in order 
to be eligible to receive aid. Students must 
attend first summer session in order to receive 
summer aid. 















































































'Department offering course. 
St. Cloud State University 
Campus Child Care Center 
St. Cloud State University's Campus Child Care 
Center enrolls children aged infant (2-15 
months) , toddler (16-30 months) and preschool 
(31 months-5 years). During the summer 
sessions, services are available from 6:45 a.m. to 
4:00 p.m., Monday through Thursday. 
The Center is licensed by the MN Department 
of Human Services to serve 57 full-time 
equivalent children. There is high demand for 
these limited spaces however, and currently 
enrolled children have an enrollment priority for 
the next quarter. Make your arrangements 
early. 
WAITING LIST. Because many Summer 
School students attend SCSU only during the 
summer, we maintain a Summer Only waiting 
list, as well as our regular external waiting list. 
Therefore, when making your summer child care 
arrangements, be sure to specify in your initial 
contact with the Center, that your needs are for 
Summer Only. 
For more infom1ation and registration forms, 
contact: 
Campus Child Care Center 
Engineering and Computing Center 
St. Cloud State University 
720 South 4th Avenue 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
(612) 255-3296 
Health Insurance 
The State University System traditionally has 
sponsored a student health insurance plan 
underwritten by a private insurance company. If 
you are not covered by your parent's plan or do 
not have an individual plan, you should consider 
the State University System sponsored plan. 
However, at the time of printing this bulletin, 
the extent of coverage and the cost of premiums 
has not been determined. Should you need 
medical insurance, please check with Student 
Health Services for further information. If you 
desire this insurance, you must sign up and pay 
for it during registration or during the first 10 
class days. No insurance will be available after 
the 10th class day. 
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Costs and Refund Information 
Tuition and Fees 
Tuition: 
Undergraduate resident $36.30 per credit 
Undergraduate 
non-resident $62.30 per credit 
Graduate resident $52.00 per credit 
Graduate non-resident $75.00 per credit 
Non-resident tuition does not apply to 
workshop, extension or tour credits. 
Fees: 
Student union/activities fee @ $6.25 per credit 
(does not apply to workshop, extension or tour 
credits). 
MSUSA (Minnesota State University 
Students Association) @ $.11 per credit. 
Applies to all credits except those already 
charged the Student Union/Activity Fee. 
(Tuition and fees may be subject to change.) 
Fee Payment Information 
Advance Registration. Approved class schedules 
and fee statements will be mailed to the loca l 
address on May 13. Any students awarded 
financial aid through the university must pay the 
amount listed as due, to reserve the classes 
scheduled. All amounts due must be paid by 
May 31 for first term classes and July 3 for 
second term classes or classes will be cancelled. 
Students receiving fewer than the number of 
credits requested must pay fees by the deadlines 
for credits received . If you wish to change your 
schedule (Drop/ Add), you must pay your fees 
to reserve your scheduled classes. You may 
drop a course scheduled through advance 
registration any time before the payment 
deadlines (May 31 for first term and July 3 for 
second term) by presenting your fee statement 
to the Office of Records and Registration, 117 
Administrative Services Building. (Tuition will 
not be assessed for courses dropped.) A full 
refund will be made for all classes dropped on 
or before June 10 for first term classes and July 
15 for second term classes. No refund will be 
made for courses dropped after deadlines. 
If your fees are not paid by May 31 for first 
term classes and July 3 for second term classes, 
your class schedule will be cancelled and you 
must follow the procedures listed under 
"Registration, Adding and Dropping Courses" to 
create a new class schedule for summer quarter. 
Registration/adding classes. 
F'U'lit term: Students who register or add classes 
from May 17 through June 7 must pay for all 
classes no later than June 7. Students who 
register or add classes from June 10 through 
June 14 must pay for classes immediately. 
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Students who are adding classes to an existing 
paid schedule will not have classes cancelled for 
non-payment of added classes. New registra-
tions from May 17 through May 31 will be 
cancelled if not paid by May 31. New 
registrations from June 3 through June 14 will 
be cancelled if not paid by June 14. 
Sea>nd Term: Students who register or add 
classes from May 17 through July 3 must pay for 
all classes no later than July 3. Students who 
register or add classes from July 8 through July 
19 must pay for classes immediately. Students 
who are adding classes to an existing paid 
schedule will not have classes cancelled for non-
payment of added classes. New registrations 
from May 17 through July 3 will be cancelled if 
not paid by July 3. New registrations from July 
5 through July 19 will be cancelled if not paid by 
July 19. 
Evening students only. A fee statement for 
reserved evening classes for students who 
advance registered will be sent on May 13. Fees 
must be paid by May 31 for first summer term 
and July 3 for second summer term to reserve 
evening classes. Classes will be cancelled for 
evening students who advance registered and 
who have not paid their fees by that date. 
Students registering by phone must pay fees by 




A. State University Board regulations stipulate 
students are responsible for paying tuition and 
fees for those courses and credits for which they 
are enrolled when classes begin 7:30 a.m., June 
11, first term and 7:30 a.m., July 16, second 
term. To receive a refund for the dropped 
portion of their class schedule, students must 
drop classes no later than June 10 (first term) 
and July 15 (second term). After these dates, 
unless the students' class schedule is reduced by 
the University, no refund will be issued for 
dropped courses. 
B. Students withdrawing completely from the 
University must process a withdrawal form in 
the Office of Records and Registration, 117 
Administrative Services Building. The following 























Evening students. State University Board 
regulations state that if there is notification of 
total withdrawal prior to the second class 
meeting a full refund will be given. Prior to the 
third class meeting, 75% will be refunded; prior 
to the fourth class meeting, 50%; prior to the 
fifth class meeting, 25%; and thereafter, no 
refund will be given . No partial refunds will be 
made for courses dropped by a student unless 
he withdraws officially from the whole of his 
course work. If a student must withdraw, he 
should immediately contact the Office of 
Records and Registration, 117 Administrative 
Services I3uilding, St. Cloud State University, 
720 S. 4th Avenue, St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301-
4498; phone 612-255-2111. 
Short courses. No refunds will be made for 
short courses ( duration of less than two and 
one-half weeks) after the beginning of that 
course. 
All financial aid awa rds will be distributed at 
the beginning of ISS based on enrollment for 
both terms. If a refund is issued for JJSS, it 
may be necessary to repay some or all of the 
award based on enrollment status. 
Late Fees/ Add Fees 
Tuition and fee payment made after the 
scheduled due date are late and subject to a 
surcharge in accordance with the following 
schedule. 
Initial registration, 1st Session 
Paymem date Late fee 
June 11 $10.00 
June 12 15.00 
June 13-17 25.00 
After June 17 35.00 
Added classes 
June 11 & 12 
June 15-17 




Initial registration, 2nd Session 
Payment date Late fee 
July 16 $10.00 
July 17 15.00 
July 18-22 25.00 
After July 22 35.00 
Added classes 
Jtfly 16 & 17 $ 5.00 
July 18-22 10.00 
After July 22 15.00 
Workshops/Short Term Seminars, 
Evening Courses, and Short Courses 
FOR REGISTRATION INFORMATION ABOUT 
THESE COURSES, PLEASE CONSULT THE 
COMPUTER USTING OF COURSES IN THE 
BACK OF THIS SCHEDULE. 
Evening Courses 
Operations Research I. 
BCIS 341; 4 Cr.; Meyer 
Computers in Society. 
CSCI 169; 4 Cr.; Guster 
Photojournalism. 
COMM 346; 4 Cr.; Hill 
International Communication. 
COMM 430-530; 4 Cr.; Hable 
Mass Communications Law. 
COMM 460-560; 4 Cr.; DeSanto 
Geologic Environment. 
ESCI 109; 4 Cr.; Snyder 
Geography of Minnesota. 
GEOG 376; 3 Cr.; Erickson 
Organization and Administration or Driver 
Education. 
HEfS 490-590; 4 Cr.; Palmer 
Elementary School Health Education 
HEfS 498-598; 3 Cr.; Belfiori 
Television in Media. 
IM 412-512; 4/3 Cr.; Polesak 
Software Packages for Micros II. 
MCS 303; 4 Cr.; Wasson 
Microcomputer Graphics. 
MCS 312; 4 Cr.; Mowe 
Tennis. 
PE 230; 2 Cr.; Simpson 
Skin and Scuba Diving. 
PE 271; 2 Cr.; Spychala 
Canoeing. 
PE 273; 1 Cr.; Hemingway 
Social Work and Health Care. 
SW 420; 4 Cr.; Skretvedt 
Understanding Movies. 
11-1 260; 4 Cr.; Swanson 
Short Courses 
Native American Culture and Theory. 
APSY 430-530; 2 Cr.; Peterson 
Guidance for Handicapped. 
APSY 492-592; 4 Cr.; Schulze, Ayers 
Principles of Vocational Education. 
BEOA 405-505; 3 Cr.; Staff 
Coordination Techniques. 
BEOA 408-508; 3 Cr.; Staff 
Forms Analysis/Design. 
BEOA 412-512; 1 Cr.; Karjala 
Cortez Peters Typewriting Workshop. 
BEOA 605; 2 Cr.; Kellerman 
Relational DBase Management. 
BEOA 605; 2 Cr.; Staff 
Spreadsheets for Business Teacher Application. 
BEOA 605; 2 Cr.; Staff 
Administration and Supervision of Business 
Education. 
BEOA 608; 3 Cr.; Stinson 
Consumer Education. 
BEOA 616; 4 Cr.; Karjala 
Wilderness Management Issues. 
BIOL 420-520; 1 Cr.; Peck 
ENV 320; 1 Cr.; Peck 
SETS Teacher Institute. 
BIOL 477-577; 3 Cr.; Simpson, Soroka 
Prairie Plants and Animals. 
BIOL 490-590; 4 Cr.; Grewe 
Communication Disorders and the Classroom 
Teacher. 
CDIS 484; 4 Cr.; Blomigen 
Developmental Apraxia or Speech. 
CDIS 515; 3 Cr.; LaVoi 
SLP Consult/Interaction. 
CDIS 515; 2 Cr.; Whites 
Dysphagia. 
CDIS 515; 2 Cr.; Zenner 
Native American Culture and Family Systems. 
CFS 405-505; 2 Cr.; Dudley 
Parent Education Methods. 
CFS 425-525; 3 Cr.; Palm 
Introduction to ECFE Administration. 
CFS 605; 2 Cr.; Campbell and Enderson 
Integration Issues in Early Childhood 
Programs. 
CFS 605; 2 Cr.; Hofer 
Linking Assessment to Programming. 
CFS 605; 2 Cr.; Haak 
Socialization for Fat hers. 
CFS 605; 2 Cr.; L. Johnson 
Analysis of Early Education. 
CFS 623; 3 Cr.; Schoepf 
Cooperative Leaming. 
ED 637; 3 Cr.; Scott 
Advanced Cooperative Leaming. 
ED 638; 3 Cr.; Scott 
Introduction to Educational Administration. 
EDAD 615; 1 Cr.; McLaughlin 
Geologic Environment. 
ESCJ 109; 4 Cr.; Soroka 
Physical Geology. 
ESCI 284; 4 Cr.; G. Anderson 
Adviser Proficiency. 
HEfS 430-530; 2 Cr.; Trites 
Creative Music Making. 
MUSM 471-571; 2 Cr.; Smale 
Movement Opportunilies and Teaching 
Techniques for Exceptional Populations II. 
PE 463-563; 3 Cr.; Nearing 
Reading/Study Strategies. 
RDNG 110; 2 Cr.; Fillcnworth 
Reading Rate Improvement. 
RDNG 120; 2 Cr.; Fillenworth 
Mainstream Science and Social Studies for the 
Special Educator. 
SPED 414-514; 4 Cr.; Hornstein, Simpson 
Communication and Consultation in Special 
Education. 
SPED 436-536; 3 Cr.; Wellik 
Community Resources. 
SPED 443-543; 3 Cr.; Koebnick 
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Differentiated Instruction for Gifledffalented. 
SPED 624; 3 Cr.; Wellik 
Enhancing Creativily. 
SPED 625; 3 Cr.; Wellik 
Seminar: Wellness/Realily Therapy. 
SPED 690; 1 Cr.; Robley 
Campus Rape. 
WS 301; 1 Cr.; Olsen 
Seminars, Tours and 
Workshops 
Curriculum and Instructional Strategies for the 
Gifted.• Will look at procedures for differen-
tiating instruction for gifted, talented and high 
ability children. Issues such as how to design 
and implement appropriate curriculum; as well 
as the design of units will be addressed. In 
addition, instructional techniques for meeting 
the need of gifted and talented students wi ll be 
addressed. 
APSY 530; 1 Cr.; Hoover 
Workshop: Word Processing/Desktop 
Publishing. In-dept h train ing on word 
processing equipment. Use of IBM compatibles 
with hard drives, Wordperfect 5.1 software, 
graphics software, scanner, and laser printer to 
produce and print camera-ready business 
documents. Keyboarding/typing required. 
Some knowledge of word perfect helpful. Co11rse 
will satisfy req11ire111e111s for all persons seeking 
licensure as a business si11111/acio11s occ11pacions 
teacher or as a coordinator in cooperative 
education. Needed before renewal of the entrance 
license in these areas. 
BEOA 307; 4 Cr.; Huegel 
Field Biology of lhe Boundary Waters Canoe 
Area. While backpacking on the Snoebank/Old 
Pines trails, we will st udy the ecosystems of 
northern Minnesota. Special fee: approx. $50. 
Limited to nine students. Instructor's 
permission required. 
BIOL 476-576; 3 Cr.; Peck 
Nature Study al lhe Sherburne National 
Wildlife Refuge.• Observation, identification 
and study of plants and an imals at the 
Sherburne National Wildlife Refuge. Primarily 
for those with interest but limited experience in 
nature study. Registration deadline: June 1, 
1991. 
BIOL 495-595; 4 Cr.; Kramer 
Food Chemistry and Toxicology Made Easy. 
Consists of seven major areas: food chemistry, 
basic biochemistry, the chemistry of poisons, 
and proximate analysis. Many demonstrations 
and several experiments will be performed 
which can be done in the high school or 
college/university laboratory. 
CHEM 495-588; 2 Cr.; Meloan 
8 
Some Practical Household Chemistry. Consists 
of seven major areas: chemistry of fibers, 
chemistry of soap, beauty pa rlor chemistry, 
batteries and corrosion, determining insect 
fragments in foods, nuclea r power in 
perspective, and tanning hides at home. Many 
demonstrations and several experiments will be 
performed which can be done in the high school 
o r college/ university labora tory. 
CHEM 495-588; 2 Cr.; Meloan 
Workshop: TV Editing and Production. Intro-
duction to television location and in-studio 
reporting, copy editing, video production and 
editing of news and public affairs programming. 
COMM 276; 2 or 4 Cr.; Bryce 
Workshop: Public Relations Writing and 
Publications. Preparation of materials for use 
in public relations work including brochures, 
news, releases and newsletters. 
COMM 436-536; 4 Cr.; Tiberghien 
Workshop: Publication Production. 
Comprehensive advertising, public relations and 
news editorial experience from planning to 
publication of Sidebar. 
COMM 452; 2·or 4 Cr.; Norlem 
Workshop: Television Journalism Production. 
Instruction and experience in producing news 
programs. Emphasis upon individual work in all 
areas. Et hical issues in news. Public service 
announcemen t production for news program. 
COMM 478; 2 or 4 Cr.; Bryce 
Introduction lo Urban Education. Specific 
object ives are to provide "methods" students 
and new hired MPS teachers an opportunity (1) 
to examine how factors such as race, class, and 
gender affect teaching in an urban setting and 
(2) to examine differences in learning styles and 
other psychological, sociological and economic 
factors which innucnce the successful teaching 
in an urban setting. 
ED 495-595; 4/3 Cr.; Davis 
Literacy Instruction. 
ED 495-595; 4 Cr.; Crawford 
Workshop: Aerospace Aclh-ities for the 
Elementary School. A hands-on activity 
workshop. Presented in conjunction with 
NASA, the MN Department of Transportation, 
and the U.S. Air Force. Curriculum units that 
utilize aerospace will be developed . 
ED 497-597; 3 Cr.; Kelsey 
Facililaling Communiction with Parents.• Will 
explore practical strategies to help educators 
facilitate the involvement of parents in their 
child's eduction. Topics will include: positive 
phone calls, techniques for effective parent-
teacher conferences and ways to implement 
workshops for parents. Participants will compile 
communication strategies that best fit their 
situation, grade level or subject area. 
ED 601; 1 Cr.; Gordon 
Gender Dimension in Discipline.• Explores the 
sex role expectations of the teacher and students 
and the impact this has on effective teaching 
and classroom management. The focus will be 
to share insights and perceptions on male and 
female behavior in the classroom. Stereotypes 
and the conformity of sex roles will be 
confronted in an attempt to achieve the goal of 
gender equity. 
ED 601; 1 Cr.; G. Mortrude 
Mississippi River Creative Writing Workshop 
in Poetry and Fiction. Discussion of techniques 
and ideas in writing poetry and fiction, including 
student writing exercises as well as visits from 
published professional poets and fiction writers 
from the upper Midwest. 
ENGL 438-538; 3 Cr.; Meissner 
Workshop: AAA lnslruclor Preparation. 
HETS 455-555; 3 Cr.; Buraglio 
Introductory Workshop to Online Literature 
Searching. Techniques of user-computer 
interact ion for retrieval of bibliographic 
information using the 13ibliographic Retrieval 
Services databanks. Nominal charge for on-line 
access. 
IM 431-531 ; 2 Cr.; Staff 
Seminar: Microsoft Works: An Introduction. 
Designed for the person who is familiar with the 
Macintosh computer and would like a hands-on 
opportunity to become acq uainted with an 
integra ted approach to the concepts and 
features of a word processor, database, 
spreadsheet, and communica ti ons package. 
Works also include drawing tools, built-in 
spelling checker, and charting capabilities. 
IM 484-584; 1 Cr.; Armold 
Creating Interactive Inslruction Using 
Hypermedia and Videodiscs. Students will 
design and create instruction using "Hypercard" 
and other hypermedia software for the 
Macintosh and Apple II computers in 
conjunction with videodisc programs. 
Experience with hypermedia required. 
IM 495-595; 1 Cr.; Rollo, Thompson 
Humor and Children's Lileralure. Participants 
will be given examples of projects and activities 
which de monstrate the use of humorous 
material. Humorous children's books and 
nonprint material will be discussed and 
examples will be shared by the class. Strategies 
for the evaluation and more effective use of 
humorous material will be explored. Guidelines 
for selecting humorous material will be 
developed. 
IM 495-595; 1 Cr.; Westby 
Hypem,edia for Educators. Students will attain 
a working knowledge of the theory and 
application of hypermedia using "I-lypercard" 
and other hypermedia software for the 
Macinto§h and Apple II computers. 
IM 495-595; 2 Cr.; Rollo, Thompson 
Innovations in School Microcomputers. Will 
emphasize effective selection and utilization of 
computer hardware and software for instruction. 
Topics include design and production of print 
and visual materials, computer manai:ed and 
assisted instruction, and presentation 
techniques. Location: Kimball High School, 
Kimball, MN. 
IM 495-595; 4/3 Cr.; Inkster, Thompson 
SCSU 12th Annual Children's Literature 
Workshop.• Participants will be given an 
opportunity to listen to authors and an 
illustrator as they discuss their books for 
children and adolescents. A storyteller will 
share storytelling techniques. Several small 
group sessions will be presented on various 
topics. (Workshop to be held at Sunwood Inn, 
St. Cloud.) 
IM 495-595; 1 Cr.; Westby, Williams, 
Inkster 
Tour: 35mm Photography. A regional 
photographic tour designed to improve the 
quality and the effectiveness of your 
photography. Open to all interested adults. 
Should be of particular interest to teachers, 
media professionals, and slide photographers. 
Includes visits to informative and photogenic 
sites, pre-visit and on-site demonstrations, and 
post-visit discussions of photographs. To ur 
includes two days in St. Cloud and three days in 
northern Minnesota . Special fee is assessed for 
transportations, housing, and materials. 
IM 510; 2 Cr.; Nelson 
Seminar: Copyslides for Educators. Techniques 
for production of copyslides for illustrating 
lectures, discussions, presentations, storytelling, 
and student projects. Application will range 
from helping students illustrate reports to 
preparing title and graphic slides for 
professional presentations. Techniques include 
ordinary craft materials and simple, computer 
graphics. Some film and processing will be 
provided and there will be optional lab. facilities 
for selected processes. Participants are 
encouraged to bring existing slides sets, 
presentations, or personal projects in need of 
graphic or title slides. 
IM 584; 1 Cr.; Nelson 
Seminar: 35mm Photography for Teachers. Use 
of automatic 35mm cameras to record student 
activities, collect data, and prepare instructional 
materials. Make camera automation work for 
you in capturing both indoor and outdoor 
scenes for effective classroom use. Develop 
techniques for encouraging visual literacy among 
students through the use of simple cameras. 
IM 584; 2 Cr.; Nelson 
Seminar: Simple Slice Shows for the 
Classroom. Techniques for the production of 
short, informal, one-topic slide presentations, 
applicable to teaching materials and for 
managing student-produced presentations. 
Emphasis will be on techniques that are 
efficient, effective, and require minimal 
equipment and experience in media production. 
Participants are encouraged to bring up to 80 
slides for sharing ideas and implementing 
seminar discussion. 
IM 584; 1 Cr.; Nelson 
Seminar: Instructional Design for Media 
Specialists and Teachers. Theory and 
application of practical instructional design 
principles. Emphasis on comparing and 
contrasting learning, instruction, and 
instructional design, while examining the role 
motivation, errors and written instructional 
materials play in the educational environment. 
IM 683; 1 Cr.; Fields 
CNC/CAD/CAM. 
IND 495-588; 2 Cr.; Nestel 
Desktop Publishing. 
IND 495-595; 2 Cr.; Gilberti 
Technology Academy. 
IND 495-595; 2 Cr.; Schwaller 
Technology Education Activities. 
IND 495-595; 2 Cr.; Schwaller 
Discrete Mathematics Workshop, Levels 9-12. 
lnservice training for teachers in discrete 
mathematics. 
MATII 588; 5 Cr.; Scully, Schoenberger 
Mowe 
Geometry Workshop, Levels 9-12. Inservice 
training for teachers in geometry. 
MATH 588; 5 Cr.; Sibley, Smith 
Math Standards Workshop, Levels K-4. 
Inservice training for teachers covering the 
NCTM Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for 
School Mathematics. 
MA 111 588; 5 Cr.; Stavros, Cimperman 
Math Standards Workshop, Levels 5-8. 
Inservice training for teachers covering the 
NCTM Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for 
School Mathematics. 
MATH 588; 5 Cr.; Miller, Michaelis 
Math Standards Workshop, Levels 9-12. 
Inservice training for teachers covering the 
NCTM Cwriculum and Evaluation Standards for 
School Mathematics. 
MATH 588; 5 Cr.; Daunis, Blanchette 
Probability and Statistics Workshop, Levels 9-
12. lnservice training for teachers in probability 
and statistics. 
MATH 588; 5 Cr.; Dumonceaux, Fredrick 
Workshop: Creative Movement for Musicians. 
Movement, improvisation, stage deportment, 
character development and study, and audition 
techniques for musicians. This course is 
designed for current and prospective BA, BS, 
BM and graduate music students, as well as 
school music educators. 
MUSM 427-527; 3 Cr.; Givens 
Teaching Total Percussion. 
MUSM 479-579; 2 Cr.; Vermillion 
International Special Olympics. Seminar is 
designed to address the organization, 
philosophy, goals, program of events, athlete 
eligibility of the International Special Olympics. 
Students will be required to attend the different 
events in the Twin Cities. Arranged through 
the instructor and permission is required. 
PE 430-530; 3 Cr.; Nearing 
Dance Treats: A Course for Elementary and 
Secondary Music and Physical Education 
Teachers.• Teachers will participate in studio 
and class activities which will enhance their 
knowledge of movement concepts, lesson 
planning, the process of learning movement and 
the invention and clarification of movement for 
performance. Attention will be given to 
developing both movement vocabulary and the 
dance elements. 
PE 530; 1 Cr.; Leigh 
Teaching Vietnam War. 
POL 495-588; 3 Cr.; Kilkelly 
Principles of Ecology and Environmental 
Education for Elementary and Junior 
High/Middle School Teachers. A workshop 
designed to assist elementary and junior 
high/middle school teachers and schools meet 
the requirements of the Minnesota 
Environmental Education Act. The course will 
have two phases. Phase I (Ecology) will 
emphasize selected principles of ecology as 
background for teaching environmental 
education. Phase II (Environmental Education) 
will focus on environmental education programs, 
curriculum development and other resources. 
SCI 460-560; 4 Cr.; Kramer 
Photo Educators Workshop. Current aspects of 
exposure, processing, and printing of B/W and · 
color photography. Familiarization with the 
field of photography, its uses in business and 
industry, and career opportunities. 
TECH 465-565; 4 Cr.; Braith or Gammell 
Computer Assisted Instruction. This workshop 
will be the Lab Volt CAI System with complete 
computer/lab stations to be used by 
participants. CAI is a complete interactive 
electronics instruction system featuring test 
equipment use and animated instructions on the 
computer. 
TECH 495-595; 2 Cr.; Goke 
Robotics With Integration. Learn to program 
on-line and off-line with the Eshcd Robotic ER 
III robot. Programming and robotic experiences 
in basics to advanced integration will take place. 
Also will involve Autosketch, Spectra CAM and 
the Light CNC mill. 
TECH 495-595; 2 Cr.; Goke 
*For more information on these courses contact 
Continuing Studies, 612-255-3081. A special 
workshop fee will be assessed for each course. 
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FREE TIME BLOCK/FULL TERM I CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
5989 APSY 419 01 Prof + Scient Ethics 4 Jensen M 0302 ART 380 01 Jewelry II 4 Roy J 
9995 FREE 014 01 0 M1WR 0935-1130 EB A239 Special Fees: 15.00 
MTWR 0730-2300 5978 APSY 429 01 Intro lo Voe Eval 4 Petrangelo G 
M1WR 1130-1335 KVAC G07 
Permission Form Required 0322 ART 41 1 01 Drawing IV 4 Brown D 
FREE TIME BLOCK/FIRST TERM M1WR 1140-1335 EB A239 
MTWR 1345-1550 KVAC 209 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 6023 APSY 430 05 Emot Abuse Therapy 4 Renn D 0336 ART 432 01 Renaissance Art 4 Coen R 
9950 FREE 
Begin/End Date 06-10 lo 06-21 MTWR 0935-1130 KVAC G14 
001 01 0 MTWRF 1300-1700 EB 8207 
MTWR 0730-0925 0317 ART 440 01 Painting Ill 4 Brown D 
9951 FREE 
5982 APSY 444 01 Internship VR Lesa, D MTWR 1130-1335 KVAC 209 
002 01 0 Permission Form Required Grading Options: SU-Req 
MTWR 0935-1130 0306 ART 471 01 Advanced Throwing 4 Halberg L Hours Arranged MTWR 0935-1130 KVAC G02 
9952 FREE 003 01 0 5983 APSY 444 02 Internship VR Lesar D 
MTWR 1140-1335 Permission Form Required Grading Options: SU-Req 0303 ART 480 01 Jewelry Il l 4 Roy J Special Fees: 15.00 
9953 FREE 004 01 0 Hours Arranged MTWR 1130-1335 KVAC G07 
MTWR 1345-1540 5985 APSY 463 01 Principles of Learn 4 Marcattilio A 0307 ART 671 01 Throwing 4 Halberg L 
9955 FREE 006 01 0 MTWR 0730-0925 EB 8207 MTWR 0935-1130 KVAC G02 
MTWR 1800-2130 6021 APSY 465 01 Stress Management 4 Robley Q 
9990 FREE 007 01 0 Begin/End Date 07-01 to 07-12 ART/SECOND TERM MTWR 0730-2300 MTWRF 0800-1200 EB A220A 
9995 FREE 01 6002 APSY 476 01 Res Methods in Apsy 4 Peterson T 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
014 0 
MTWR 0730-2300 Permission Form Required 0330 ART 111 02 Beginning Drawing 4 Sherarts T 
M1WR 0730-0925 EB A226 M1WR 1130-1335 KVAC 206 
FREE TIME BLOCK/SECOND TERM 
6004 APSY 476 02 Res Me\hods in Apsy 4 Peterson T 0326 ART 130 04 Studio Photography 4 Sherarts T 
Permission Form Required M1WR 0935-1130 KVAC 204 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR MTWR 0730-0925 EB A226 0329 ART 130 05 Studio Drawing 4 Sherarts T 
9956 FREE 008 01 0 5990 APSY 519 01 Prof+ Scient Ethics 3 Jensen M MTWR 1130-1335 KVAC 206 
MTWR 0730-0925 MTWR 0935-1130 EB A239 0331 ART 211 02 Drawing II 4 Sherarts T 
9957 FREE 009 01 0 5979 APSY 529 01 Intro to Voe Eval 3 Petrangelo G M1WR 1130-1335 KVAC 206 
M1WR 0935-1130 MTWR 1140-1335 EB A239 0327 ART 305 01 Photography I 4 Sherarts T 
9958 FREE 010 01 0 6024 APSY 530 05 Emal Abuse Therapy 3 Renn D MTWR 0935-11 30 KVAC 204 
M1WR 1140-1335 Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-21 
MTWRF 1300-1700 EB 8207 0325 ART 330 01 Art History Survey 4 Coen R 9959 FREE 011 01 0 MTWR 0935- 11 30 KVAC G14 
MTWR 1345-1540 81 10 APSY 530 51 Curr Ins\ Strat Gift 1 Hoover S 
Permission Form Required Grading Options: SU-Req 0328 ART 405 01 Photography II 4 Sherarts T 9961 FREE 013 01 0 M1WR 0935-1 130 KVAC 204 
MTWR 1800-2130 Begin/ End Date 06-26 to 06-27 
WR 0900-1600 EB A226 
9995 FREE 014 01 0 For students who wish credit, a tuition payment in addition to 
I ASTRONOMY/FIRST TERM MTWR 0730-2300 the conference fee is required. Contact Continuing Studies for registrat,on information (612) 255-3082. CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ACCOUNTING/FULL TERM 6022 APSY 565 01 Slress Managemenl 3 Robley Q 5601 ASTA 106 01 Cone of Solar System 4 Jerde David MTWRF 0800-1200 EB A220A MTWR 0935-1130 MS 24 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
0009 ACCT 444' 01 Internship VR Gerber Q 
6003 APSY 576 01 Res Methods in Apsy 3 Peterson T 
M1WR 0730-0925 EB A226 
I ASTRONOMY/SECOND TERM Permission Form Required Johnson S Grading Options SU-Req 6005 APSY 576 02 Res Methods in Apsy 3 Peterson T CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Hours Arranged M1WR 0730-0925 EB A226 5610 ASTA 107 01 Cone of Stars + Univ 4 Eckroth C 5991 APSY 678 01 Graduale Slatistics 3 Staff M1WR 0935-1130 MS 24 
ACCOUNTING/FIRST TERM 
M1WR 1140-1300 EB 8213 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSETIUE HRS INSTRUCTOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/FIRST TERM 
0001 ACCT 291 01 Accounting I 4 Scofield C APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY/SECOND TERM CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 318 CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 0801 BIOL 104 01 Human Biology 4 Degroote D 
0002 ACCT 291 02 Accounting I 4 Scofield C 6001 APSY 262 03 Human Growth + Devel 4 Hoover S M1WR 0715-0915 MS 122 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 117 MTWR 0730-0925 EB A239 0803 BIOL 201 01 Biology IGen Prin 4 Hopwood AJ 
0003 ACCT 292' 01 Accounting II 4 Olsberg M 6010 APSY 262 04 Human Grmvth -+ Devel 4 Marcattilio A MTWR 0730-0925 MS 16 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 317 MTWR 0935-1130 EB 8207 0804 BIOL 303• 01 Intro Cell Biology 4 Degroote D 
0004 ACCT 292' 02 Accounting 11 4 Olsberg M 5992 APSY 324 01 Interview Skills I 4 Petrangelo G MTWR 0935-1130 MS 245 
M1WR 0935-1130 BB 317 M1WR 0935-1130 EB A239 0805 BIOL 344' 01 Microbiology 5 Cronn J 
0005 ACCT 293' 01 Accounting Ill 4 T yrreH Karen 5977 APSY 325 02 Interview Skills II 4 Staff MTWR 0935-1 230 MS 250 
M1WR 0935-1130 BB 316 Permission Form Required 0806 BIOL 412 01 Biol of Human Aging 4 McCueJ M1WR 1345-1540 EB A244 
0006 ACCT 293' 02 Account ing Il l 4 Tyrrell Karen MTWR 0935-1 130 MS 244 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 316 6000 APSY 362 02 Ed Meas + Test Const 4 Hoover S 0821 BIOL 420 01 Wilderness Mgmt lssu 1 Peck J M1WR 0935-1 130 EB B208 
0007 ACCT 381' 01 Intermediate I 4 Carlson R Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-27 Grading Options: SU-Req 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 117 6012 APSY 362 03 Ed Meas-+ Test Const 4 Aockenstein Z MR 1345-1545 MS 215 
0008 ACCT 382' 01 Intermediate II 
MTWR 1140-1335 EB A240 0808 BIOL 464' 01 Human Anal+ Phys I 4 Mork D 4 Gerber Q 
M1WR 0730-0925 BB 316 5994 APSY 384 01 lnd+Group Difference 4 Hotz J M1WR 0700-0925 MS 287 
0010 ACCT 481' 01 Advanced Accounting 
MTWR 0935-1130 EB A240 0825 BIOL 476 01 Field BiolBwca 3 Peck J 4 Carlson R 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 117 5995 APSY 430 01 Psy+Soc of Counselin 4 Hotz J Permission Form Required Grading Options: SU-Req 
0012 ACCT 483' 01 Personal Tax 
MTWR 0730-0925 EB A239 Begin/End Date 07-07 to 07-12 
4 Roser s Hours Arranged 
M1WR 0935-1130 BB 318 6006 APSY 430 02 Counseling the Famil 4 Redding A 
MTWR 0935-1055 EB 8214 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
0011 ACCT 581' 01 Advanced Accounting 4 Carlson R 6008 APSf 430 03 Dev Consultation Ski 4 Redding A 0827 BIOL 477 01 Sets Tchr Institute 3 Simpson P 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 117 MTWR 1140-1300 EB A239 Permission Form Required Soroka L 
0013 ACCT 583' 01 Personal Tax 4 Roser S 6019 APSf 430 04 Nal Amer Cull+ Therap 2 Peterson T Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-28 MTWRF 0800-1600 MS 116 MTWR 0935-1130 BB 318 Begin / End Date 08-05 to 08-09 
MTWRF 1335-1835 EB A226 0831 BIOL 490 01 Prairie Pints + Anim 4 GreweA 
5993 APSf 444 03 Internship VR Pelrangelo G Begin /End Date 06-15 to 06-20 Permission Form Required ACCOUNTING/SECOND TERM Permission Form Required Grading Options: SU-Req MTWRS 0800-1530 Meets Sat thru Thurs 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Hours Arranged 8119 BIOL 491 51 Field Sludy in Biol 4 Hopwood Alfred J 
0015 ACCT 291' 03 Accounting 1 4 Plante S 02 Principles of Learn 4 Rudrud E Permission Form Required Cohn Sheree L 5999 APSf 463 Begin/End Date 05-29 to 06-07 MTWR 0730-0925 BB 316 MTWR 0730-0925 EB B209 Hours Arranged 
0016 ACCT 292· 03 Accounting 11 4 Planle S 6011 APSf 463 03 Principles of Learn 4 Marcattilio A 
52 Field Study in Biol 4 Hopwood Alfred J MTWR 0935-1130 BB 316 MTWR 0730-0925 EB A240 8122 BIOL 491 Permission Form Required Cohn Sheree L 
0017 ACCT 293· 03 Accounting Ill 4 McLean S 6013 APSY 463 04 Principles of Learn 4 Aockenstein Z Begin/End Date 05-29 to 06-07 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 317 MTWR 0935-1130 EB A226 Hours Arranged 
0018 ACCT 383· 01 Intermediate Ill 4 Gerber a 6017 APSY 492 01 Guidance for Handica 4 Schulze K 0807 BIOL 512 01 Biol of Human Aging 3 McCueJ 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 117 Begin / End Date 07-15 to 07-26 Ayers F MTWR 0935-1130 MS 244 
0019 ACCT 390' 01 Managerial Accountin 4 McLean S MTWRF 1400-1755 EB B209 0822 BIOL 520 01 Wilderness Mgmt lssu 1 PeckJ 
MTWR 0935-1 130 BB 317 5997 APSY 493 01 Individual Appraisal 4 Rudrud E Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-27 Grading Options: SU-Req 
0020 ACCT 486' 01 Auditing 4 Gerber 0 MTWR 0935-1130 EB B209 MR 1345-1545 MS 215 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 117 5996 APSY 530 01 Psy+Soc of Counselin 3 HotzJ 0809 BIOL 564' 01 Human Anat + Phys I 4 Mork D 
0021 ACCT 586' 01 Auditing 4 GerberO MTWR 0730-0925 EB A239 MTWR 0700-0925 MS 287 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 117 6007 APSf 530 02 Counseling the Famil 3 Redding A 0826 BIOL 576 01 Field BiolBwca 3 Peck J 
MTWR 0935-1055 EB B214 Permission Form Required Grading Options: SU-Req 
AMERICAN STUDIES/FIRST TERM 6009 APSY 530 03 Dev Consultation Ski 3 Redding A 
Begin/End Date 07-07 to 07-12 
Hours Arranged 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR MTWR 1140-1300 EB A239 
0828 BIOL 577 01 Sets Tchr Institute 3 Simpson P 
0151 AMST IOI 01 American Myths 4 Simpson EE 6020 APSf 530 04 Nat Amer Cult+ Therap 2 Peterson T Permission Form Required Soroka L 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 209 MTWRF 1335-1835 EB A226 Begin/ End Date 06-10 to 06-28 
0158 AMST 102 01 Modern America 4 Simpson EE 6018 APSY 592 01 Guidance for Handica 3 Schulze K MTWRF 0800-1600 MS 116 
MTWR 1140-1335· SH 209 Begin / End Date 07-1510 07-26 Ayers F 0832 BIOL 590 01 Prairie Pints + Anim 4 Grewe A MTWRF 1400-1755 EB B209 Begin / End Da1e 06-15 to 06-20 Permission Form Required 
5998 APSY 593 01 Individual Appraisal 3 Rudrud E MTWRS 0800-1530 Meets Sat lhru Thurs 
AMERICAN STUDIES/SECOND TERM MTWR 0935-1130 EB B209 8120 BIOL 591 51 Field Study in Biol 4 Hopwood Alfred J CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
6014 APSf 678 02 Graduate Statistics 3 Murphy R Permission Form Required Cohn Sheree L 
0159 AMST 102 02 America in the 60's 4 Hellwig DJ MTWA 1140-1300 EB B213 Begin/End Date 05-29 to 06-07 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 203 Hours Arranged 
0160 AMST 102 03 America in the 60's 4 Hellwig DJ ART/FIRST TERM 
8121 BIOL 591 52 Field S1Udy in Biol 4 Hopwood Attred J 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 203 Permission Form Required Cohn Sheree L 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Begin/End Date 05-29 to 06-07 
0319 ART t1 1 01 Beginning Drawing 4 Brown D Hours Arranged 
ANTHROPOLOGY/FIRST TERM MTWR 1345-1540 KVAC 209 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
0308 ART 130 01 Studio Ceramics 4 Halberg L BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/SECOND TERM 
0201 ANTH 150 01 Intro to Anth 4 Lavenda A MTWR 0730-0925 KVAC G02 CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 205 
0314 ART 130 02 Studio Painting 4 Brown D 0811 BIOL 106 01 Human Diseases 4 Lewis S 
0202 ANTH 267 01 Cultural Anth 4 Lavenda R MTWR 1130-1335 KVAC 209 MTWR 0730-0925 MS 122 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 205 0318 ART 130 03 Studio Drawing 4 Brown D 0802 BIOL 107 01 Plants in Our Societ 4 Ezell W 
MTWR 1345-1540 KVAC 209 MTWR 0935-11 30 MS 122 
ANTHROPOLOGY/SECOND TERM I 0320 ART 21 1 01 Drawing II 4 Brown D 0833 BIOL 203' 01 Biology 3-Zoology 4 Lewis S CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR MTWR 1345-1540 KVAC 209 MTWR 0935-1130 BH 238 
0203 ANTH 159 01 Indians of Americas 4 Lane R 0315 ART 240 01 Painting I 4 Brown D 0813 BIOL 249 01 Edible Wild Plan1s 4 Clapp T 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 205 MTWR 1130-1335 KVAC 209 MTWR 1140-1335 MS 203 
0309 ART 270 01 Intro Ceramic Studio 4 Halberg L 0814 BIOL 326 01 Biol for Elem T chrs 3 Hauslein P 
MTWR 0730-0925 KVAC G02 MTWR 0730-0925 BH 102 APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
0304 ART 271 01 Beginning Throwing 4 Halberg L 02 Biol for Elem Tchrs 3 Hauslein P CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 0815 BIOL 326 
MTWR 0935-1130 KVAC G02 MTWR 0935-1130 BH 102 5980 APSf 110 01 Psy of Personal Grow 4 Gasparotto G 
0301 ART 280 01 Jewelry I 4 RoyJ 4 Lindstrom L MTWR 0935-1130 EB B213 0816 BIOL 345· 01 Summer Flora 
Special Fees: 15.00 MTWR 0935-1130 MS 212 5981 APSY 221 01 Intro to Human Servi 4 Gasparotto G MTWR 1130-1335 KVAC G07 
MTWR 1140-1335 EB 8208 
4 Hendersliot S 0817 BIOL 424 01 
Common Plants of Mn 4 Lindstrom L 
0323 ART 296 01 Art in Elem Classrm MTWR 0935-1130 MS 212 5988 APSY 235 01 Addictive Behaviors 4 Jensen M MTWR 0730-0925 KVAC 112 
MTWR 1345-1540 EB A240 
4 Hendershot S 0819 BIOL 465' 01 Human Anat + Phys II 
4 Johnson V 
0324 ART 296 02 Art in Elem Classrm MTWR 0700-0925 MS 287 5984 APSY 262 01 Human Growth + Devel 4 Marcattilio A MTWR 0935-1130 KVAC 112 
MTWR 0935-1 130 EB B207 0823 BIOL 524 01 Common Plants of Mn 4 Lindstrom L 
0321 ART 311 01 Drawing Ill 4 Brown D MTWR 0935-1130 MS 212 5986 APSY 262 02 Human Growtli + Devel 4 Rockenstein Z MTWR 1345-1540 KVAC 209 
MTWR 1140-1 335 EB A240 0820 BIOL 565' 01 Human Ana1 + Phys II 4 Johnson V 
0316 ART 340 01 Painting II 4 Brown D MTWR 0700-0925 MS 287 5976 APSY 325 01 Interview Skills II 4 Petrangelo G MTWR 11 30-1 335 KVAC 209 
Permission Form Required 
0305 ART 371 01 lntermediat Tlirowing 4 Halberg L MTWR 0935-1130 EB A244 
MTWR 0935-11 30 KVAC G02 
5987 APSY 362 01 Ed Meas + Test Const 4 Rockenstem Z 
MTWR 0935-1130 EB A240 
11 
12 
BUSINESS COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR 
7920 BCIS 444• 01 
Permission Form Required 
Grading Options· SU-Req 
Hours Arranged 
Internship VA Guimaraes T 
Johnson S 
BUSINESS COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
7925 BCIS 148 01 Sprdsheet Bus App 2 Staff 
MW 0730-0925 BB 220 
7926 BCIS 149 01 Dbms Bus App 2 Staff 
TR 0730-0925 BB 220 
7901 BCIS 150 01 Info Proc for Bus 4 Tsai R 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 315 
7902 BCIS 150 02 Info Proctor Bus 4 Tsai A 
MTWA 0935-1130 BB 119B 
7905 BCIS 240' 01 Business Stat l 4 Krueger D 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 315 
7906 BCIS 240' 02 Business Stat 4 Krueger D 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 315 
7910 BCIS 241' 01 Business Stat II 4 Yoshimoto G 
MTWR 0935-1130 
7915 BCIS 341' 01 Opera1ions Res I 4 Yoshimoto G 
MW 1800-2150 BB 216 
7916 BCIS 350• 01 Syst Anal and Des I 4 Guimaraes T 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 119B 
BUSINESS COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
7903 BCIS 150 03 Info Proc for Bus 4 Lu M 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 315 
7904 BCIS 150 04 Info Pree for Bus 4 Slaff 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 315 
7907 BCIS 240· 03 Business Stat I 4 Paulson R 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 119B 
7911 BCIS 241• 02 Business Stat II 4 Paulson A 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 119B 
7917 BCIS 352• 01 Small Bus Comp Syst 4 Lu M 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 315 
BUSINESS EDUCATION AND OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
0741 BEOA 444• 01 
Permission Form Required 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
Hours Arranged 
Internship VA Kellerman D 
Johnson S 
BUSINESS EDUCATION AND OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
0723 BEOA 101 01 lntro-Typing/ Keybdg 4 Pagel L 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 219 
0724 BEOA 309 01 Bus Communications 4 Stinson M 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 216 
0725 BEOA 309 02 Bus Communications 4 Pagel L 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 217 
0726 BEOA 412 01 Forms Analys /Design Karjala J 
Begin/ End Date 06-06 to 06-07 
RF 0930-1630 BB 216 
0727 BEOA 512 01 Forms Analys / Design 1 Karjala J 
Begin/End Date 06-06 to 06-07 
RF 0930-1630 BB 216 
CHEMISTRY/SECOND TERM 













02 Understanding Chern 
MS 119 
01 General Chemistry 2 
MS 125 TR 
02 Bio-Organic Chem 2 
MS 125 MW 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
McMullen JC 
4 Carpenter J H 
0935-1130 BH 345 
4 Komp J 
0935-1245 MS 382 
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
2281 CFS 260 01 Chi ld Changing World 4 Hasslen Robin 
TWA 1200-1430 EB B108 
2283 CFS 560 01 StudentTeaching 4 Ness Mary 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
2290 CFS 605 01 Intro to Ecfe Admin 
Begin /End Date 06-24 to 06-27 
MTWR 0930-1630 EB 
Campbell Deborah 
Enderson Nita 
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
2291 CFS 405 04 Native Amer Fam Sys 
Begin/End Da1e 07-15 to 07-25 
Dudley Joseph 
MTWR 0800-1230 
2295 CFS 425 01 Parent Ed Methods 3 Palm Glen 
Begin/End Date 08-05 to 08-1 5 
MTWR 0800-1230 EB B108 
2282 CFS 460 01 Student Teaching VR Hasslen Robin 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
2292 CFS 505 04 Native Amer Fam Sys 
Begin / End Da1e 07- t 5 to 07-25 
Dudley Joseph 
MTWR 0800-1230 
2296 CFS 525 01 Methods Par/Fam Ed 3 Palm Glen 
Begin / End Date 08-05 to 08-15. 
MTWR 0800-1230 EB Bt08 
2293 CFS 605 02 Inter lss in Ee Prog 
Begin/End Date 07-29 to 08-01 
Hofer Mary Jo 
MTWR 0930-1630 EB B108 
2294 CFS 605 03 Link Assessment Prog 2 Haak Jill 
Begin / End Date 07-22 to 07-25 
MTWR 0830- t 530 
2299 CFS 605 04 Social for Fathers 2 Johnson Lowell 
Begin/End Date 08-05 to 08-09 
MTWRF 1300-1700 EB B 1 08 
Pre-session day May 18, 8:00-12:00, EB B108 
2297 CFS 623 01 Ana lysis of Early Ed 
Begin/End Date 07-1510 07-25 
Schoepf Tom 
MTWR 0800-1230 EB B 108 
2298 CFS 683 01 Pracl in Ee/SPED 4 S1aff 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
CHINESE 
See Foreign Languages 
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
7123 CDIS 650 01 Grad Pract-lnternshp 9 Staff 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
7090 CDIS 484 01 Comm Dis Clsrm Tchr 4 Blonigen Julie 
Begin / End Date 06-17 to 06-28 
MTWRF 1300-1700 EB B239 
7094 CDIS 515 01 Dev Apraxia of Speh 
Begin / End Date 06-17 to 06-27 
3 Lavoi Gerald 
MTWRF 0800-1200 EB B239 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
7870 CJS 244 03 lnlernship VR Prout Robert 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
7871 CJS 244 04 lnlernship VR Staff 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
EARTH SCIENCES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
2606 ESCI 105 01 Water Environment 
MTWR 1140-t 335 MS 110 
2607 ESCI 106 01 Intro to Earth Sc,en 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 110 
2610 ESCI 109 02 Geologic Environment 
TR 1800-2130 MS 110 
2605 ESCI 284 01 Physical Geology 
Begin / End Date 06-1 Oto 06-21 
MTWRF 1310-1810 MS 22 
2608 ESCI 577 01 Esci Institute 
Permission Form Required 
Begin / End Date 06-10 to 06-28 
Hours Arranged 
EARTH SCIENCES/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
2601 ESCI 104 01 Intro to Atmosph Sci 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 110 
2602 ESCI 104 02 Intro to Atmosph Sci 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 110 
2603 ESCI 109 01 Geologic Environment 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 110 
2604 ESCI 240 01 Intro Meteorology 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 21 
2611 ESCI 325 01 Esci for Ele Teacher 
MTWR 1345-1505 MS 21 
ECONOMICS/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
1521 ECON 444 01 Internship 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
ECONOMICS/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
1522 ECON 201 01 Intro to Economics 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 301 
1523 ECON 205 01 Prin•Macroeconomics 
MTWR 0935-t 130 SH 302 
1524 ECON 206 01 Prin•Microeconomics 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 301 
1525 ECON 281 01 Econ of Crime+Justic 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 325 
1526 ECON 377' 01 Managerial Economics 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 302 
1539 ECON 405• 01 lntermed Microecon 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 114 
1527 ECON 470' 01 Bus Cycles+Forecastg 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 325 
1528 ECON 471' 01 Money and Banking 
MTWR 0935-1 130 SH 201 
1540 ECON 505• 01 lntermed Microecon 
Permission Form Required 
MTWR 0935-1 130 SH 114 
1534 ECON 570• 01 Bus Cycles+Forecastg 
Permission Form Required 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 325 
1535 ECON 571• 01 Money and Banking 
Permission Form Required 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 201 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4 Nelson Charles 
4 Nelson Charles 





4 Anderson Alan 
4 Weisman Robert 
4 Soroka Leonard 
4 Weisman Robert 
3 Oslund Dean 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
VR Gallagher Daniel 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4 Banaian King 
4 Hampton N Eric 
4 Kang Eungmin 
4 Gallagher Daniel 
4 llunga Jean 
4 While Michael 
4 Banaian King 
4 Kang Eungmin 
4 White Michael 
4 Banaian King 
4 Kang Eungmin 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
3 Slinson M 0728 BEOA 608 01 Admin Superv Bus Ed 
Begin/End Date 06-1 Oto 06-20 
MTWR 1000-1530 88 216 
0735 BEOA 616 01 Consumer Education 4 Karjala J 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 07-12 
MTWRF 1000-1530 BB 216 
BUSINESS EDUCATION AND OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
0729 BEOA 101 02 lnlro-Typing/Keybdg 4 Huegel V 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 219 
0730 BEOA 167 01 Intro to Business 4 Thoms K 
MTWR 0935-11 30 BB 217 
0731 BEOA 307 01 Wp/Desklop Pub 4 Huegel V 
Begin/End Date 07-22 to 07-30 
MTWRF 0930-1730 BB 219 
0732 BEOA 309 03 Bus Communicalions 4 Thoms K 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 217 
0733 BEOA 405 01 Prin of Voe Ed 3 Staff 
Begin/End Date 08-05 to 08-09 
MTWRF 0800-1630 BB 216 
0736 BEOA 408 01 Coordinalion Tech 3 Staff 
Begin/End Date 08-12 to 08-16 
MTWRF 0800-1630 BB 216 
0734 BEOA 505 01 Prin of Voe Ed 3 Staff 
Begin/End Date 08-05 to 08-09 
MTWRF 0800-1630 BB 216 
0737 BEOA 508 01 Coordination Tech 3 Staff 
Begin/End Date 08-12 to 08-16 
MTWRF 0800-1630 BB 216 
0738 BEOA 605 01 Meth-Type/Keybrding 2 Kellerman D 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07-19 
MTWRF 0800-1700 BB 219 
0739 BEOA 605 02 Relational Dbase Mgt 2 Staff 
Begin/End Date 07-31 to 08-05 
MWRF 0930-1630 BB 219 
0740 BEOA 605 03 Sprdsht Bus Tchr App 2 Staff 
Begin /End Date 08-06 to 08-09 
TWRF 0930-1630 BB 219 
CHEMISTRY /FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
1201 CHEM 102 01 Understanding Chem 4 Weiskopf EA 
MTWR 0935-1 130 BH 302 
1205 CHEM 201 01 Chem Life Processesl 4 Arndts AT 
TR 0935-1215 MS 11 9 MW 0935-1130 BH 347 
1210 CHEM 215' 01 General Chemistry 1 4 Dendinger A D 
MW 0935-1215 MS 122 TR 0935-1 130 BH 348 
1220 CHEM 251' 
MW 0935-1215 
01 Bio-Organic Chem 1 
MS 119 TR 
4 Cooper M J 
0935-1245 MS 382 
1235 CHEM 327 01 Phys Sci for El Tchs 3 James RE 
MTWR 0935-1 130 BH 305 
1237 CHEM 327 02 Phys Sci for El T chs Magnus D L 
MTWR 0730-0925 BH 305 
1240 CHEM 495' 01 
Permission Form Required 
Begin/End Date 06-17 to 06-20 
MTWR 0930-1700 MS 125 
1245 CHEM 495' 02 
Permission Form Required 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 06-27 
MTWR 0930-1700 MS 125 
1260 CHEM 588' 01 
Begin / End Date 06-17 to 06-20 
MTWR 0930-1700 MS 125 
1265 CHEM 588' 02 
Begin / End Date 06-24 to 06-27 
MTWR 0930-1700 MS 125 
13 
Easy Food Chem + T ox 2 Meloan Clifton E 
Grading Options: Either 
Pract Household Chem 2 Meloan Clifton E 
Grading Options: Either 
Easy Food Chem+ Tox 2 Meloan Clifton E 
Grading Options: Either 
Pract Household Chem 2 Meloan Clifton E 
Grading Options: Either 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
7092 CDIS 515 03 Dysphagia 
Begin/End Date 07-08 to 07-12 
MTWRF 0730-1230 EB 8239 
7109 CDIS 584 01 Comm Dis Clsrm Tchr 
Begin /End Date 06-17 to 06-28 
MTWRF 1300-1700 EB 8239 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
Zenner Pam 
Ferguson Mary Beth 
3 Blonigan Julie A 
7122 CDIS 648 01 Grad Pract-Univ Clin 3 Weise Mary 
Permission Form Required Hours Arranged 
Mandatory Meeling June 10, 10:00 AM, EB 8239 
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
7093 CDIS 515 02 Ccllab Consult Sch 2 Whites Margery 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07-19 
MTWR 0730-1230 EB 8239 0900-1245 EB 8239 
7091 CDIS 515 04 Cultural Diversty Ed 3 Lloyd-Jones Brenda 
Begin / End Date 07-22 to 08-02 
MTWRF 1300-1645 EB A227 
7125 CDIS 648 02 Grad Pract-Univ Clin 3 Blonigen Julie 
Permission i=orm Required Hours Arranged 
Mandatory Meeting July 15, 7:30 AM, EB 8239 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4082 CSCI 444' 01 
Permission Form Required 
Major Students Only 
Internship VA Schoenberger A 
Grading Opt ions: SU-Req 
Hours Arranged 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
4018 CSCI 169 01 Computers in Scciety 
Special Fees: 40.00 
MTWR 0730-0925 
4019 CSCI 169 
Special Fees: 40.00 
MTWR 0935-11 30 
4016 CSCI 169 
Special Fees: 40.00 
MTWR 1140-1335 
4081 CSCI 169 
Special Fees: 40.00 
MTWR 1715-1 910 
ECG 137 
02 Computers in Society 
ECC 137 
03 Ccmputers in Society 
ECC 116 
07 Computers in Society 
ECG 11 6 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4 Fisher Theresia 
4 Fisher Theresia 
4 Guster Dennis 
4 Guster Dennis 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4005 CSCI 169 
Special Fees: 40.00 
MTWR 0935-1130 
4021 CSCI 169 
Special Fees: 40.00 
MTWR 1140-I 335 
4051 CSCI 169 
Special Fees: 40.00 
MTWR 1345-1540 
04 Computers in Society 4 Grover Larry 
ECG 137 
05 Computers in Society 4 Grover Larry 
ECC 137 
06 Computers in Scciety 4 Mowe Richard 
ECG 137 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
7869 CJS 101 01 Survey of Crim Jus 4 Boland Bernard 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 225 Schumann James 
7866 CJS 244 01 Internship VA Prout Robert 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
7867 CJS 244 02 Internship VA Seefeldt C W 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
7868 CJS 661 01 Juv Justice + School 3 Lawrence Richard 
WR 1045-1345 SH 225 
ECONOMICS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
1529 ECON 205 02 Prin-Macroeconomics 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 325 
1530 ECON 206 02 Prin-Microeconomics 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 301 
1541 ECON 405' Of lntermed Macroecon 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 325 
1531 ECON 460' 01 Public Finance 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 325 
1532 ECON 471' 02 Money and Banking 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 302 
1533 ECON 474' 01 International Econ 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 301 
1542 ECON 505' 01 lntermed Macroecon 
Permission Form Required 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 325 
1536 ECON 560' 01 Public Finance 
Permission Form Required 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 325 
1537 ECON 571' 02 Money and Banking 
Permission Form Required 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 302 
1538 ECON 574' 01 International Econ 
Permission Form Required 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 301 
EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
8101 ED 220 51 Intro Elementary Ed 
Meets Minnetonka Jr High Media Center. 
Register first day of class. 
MT 0800-1040 ZIP 55345 
8102 ED 323 51 Dpt Sem Elem Educ 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
Meets Minnetonka Jr High Media Center. 
Register first day of class. 
MT 1100-1250 ZIP 55345 
1805 ED 495 01 Intro Urban Educat 
MT 1140-1420 EB A227 
1806 ED 495 02 Literacy Instruction 
TR 1430-1800 EB 8110 
1809 ED 595 01 Intro Urban Educat 
MT 1140-1420 EB A227 
1810 ED 595 02 Literacy Instruction 
TR 1430-1800 EB 81 10 
1812 ED 601 01 Li1 Based Rdg Progrm 
WR 0800-1040 EB 8113 
1813 ED 601 02 Emergent Literacy 
WR 1140-1420 EB A122 
1814 ED 601 03 Intro Whole Language 
WR 1140-1420 EB A119 
1815 ED 601 04 Chi ldrensThinking 
MT 1430-1710 EB B113 
1816 ED 601 05 Math Manipulatives 
WR 1430-1710 EB 8113 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4 Nold Patricia 
4 Masih Nolin 
4 MacDonald Richard 
4 Nold Patricia 
4 Gleisner Richard 
4 Masih Nolin 
4 MacDonald Richard 
4 Nold Patricia 
4 Gleisner Richard 














3 Hornstein S 
8116 ED 601 53 Facil Communication 1 Gordon Chris 
Begin/ End Date 06-17 to 06-18 Permission Form Required 
MT 0900-1600 
For students who wish credit, a tuition payment in addition to 
the conference fee is required. Contact Continuing Studies 
for registration information (612) 255-3082. 
81 17 ED 601 54 Gender Dim Discipl 1 Mortrude Gordon 
Begin/End Date 07 -1 0 to 07-11 Permission Form Required 
WR 0900-1600 
For students who wish credit, a tuition payment in addition 10 
the conference fee is required. Contact Continuing Studies 
for registration information (612) 255-3082. 
1819 ED 607 01 StudentTchr+ Law 
MT 1140-1420 EB A229 
3 Bjorklun G 
14 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
1821 ED 610 01 School + Social Ord 
MT 0800-1040 EB A227 
1822 ED 612 01 Philosophy of Educ 
WR 0800-1040 EB A227 
1824 ED 615 01 Intro to Research 
WR 1140-1420 EB 8112 
1825 ED 620 01 Sem lnlro Grad Slud 
Grading Oplions· SU-Aeq 
WR 1140-1420 EB 8110 
1826 ED 623 01 Eled Conlemp + Fulur 
MT 0800-1040 EB 8110 
1827 ED 624 01 Sch for Early Adol 
TR 1430-1710 EB A122 
1828 ED 637 01 Cooperalive Learning 
Begin/End Dale 06-11 10 06-20 
TWA 1100-1700 EB A128 
1829 ED 638" 01 Adv Cooperalive Lrng 
Begin / End Dale 07-01 lo 07-11 
MTWR 1100-1700 EB A128 
1830 ED 640 01 Classroom Tcr + Main 
WR 1140- 1420 EB 8113 
1831 ED 642 01 Elem Sch Lang Arts 
WR 0800- I 040 EB A 128 
1832 ED 643 01 Elem Sch Social Slu 
WA 1140-1420 EB A230 
1834 ED 645 01 School Discipline 
MT 11 40-1420 EB Bl 10 
1836 ED 646 01 Elem Sch Curriculum 
MT 0800-1040 EB A128 
1837 ED 647 01 Sec Sch Curriculum 
WR 0800-1040 EB A230 
1838 ED 650 01 Law Aelaled Ed Slral 
Grading Oplions: SU-Req 
WR 1140-1 420 EB A229 
1840 ED 656 01 Process Wriling Sch 
WR 1430-1710 EB A229 
1842 ED 661 01 Supervision SITchrs 
WR 0800-1040 EB Bl 10 
1843 ED 67 1 01 Rdg Clin Dlag of Dis 
Permission Form Required 
M - 0800-1040 EB A122 T 
1844 ED 672 01 Adg Clin Rem of Dis 
Permission Form Required 
W 0800-1040 EB A 122 A 
1845 ED 673 01 Adg lnvesl Research 
MT 11 40-1 420 EB B112 
EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CAEF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
1801 ED 323 01 Dpt Sem Elem Educ 
Grading Options: SU-Aeq 
MT 0800-0950 EB A 123 
1802 ED 346 01 Elementary Sch Curr 
WR 1140-1420 EB A123 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 














3 Bjorklun E 
3 Heine P 
Sentz E 
Rouch A 
0800-1040 EB A123 
3 Rouch A 
0800-1040 EB A123 
3 Bacharach N 
HAS INSTRUCTOR 
2 Steeves L 
Steeves L 
1803 ED 449 01 Multicultural Currie 3 Davis M 
MT 11 40- 1420 EB 8113 
1804 ED 451 01 School Discipline 3 Hintz J 
MT 1140-1 420 EB A123 
1807 ED 497 01 Aerospace Activity 3 Kelsey K 
Begin/End Date 07-15 lo 07-23 Special Fees: 10.00 
MTWRF 0930-1530 EB A 128 
1808 ED 549 01 Multicullural Currie 3 Davis M 
MT 1140-1420 EB 8113 
1811 ED 597 01 Aerospace Activity 3 Kelsey K 
Begin/End Dale 07 -15 to 07-23 Special Fees: 10.00 
MTWRF 0930-1530 EB A128 
1818 ED 601 07 Multicultural Child 3 Davis M 
WR 0800-1040 EB 8113 
CAEF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR 
2302 ENGL 163" 01 Animal Ats Issues Wp 4 Head L 
MTWR 0730-0925 A 118 
2316 ENGL 163" 02 Creatng Resrch Paper 4 Crows 
MTWR 11 40-1335 SH 102 
2323 ENGL 163· 03 Animal Ats Issues Wp 4 Head L 
MTWR 0935-1130 A 118 
2303 ENGL 223 01 Survey of Brit Lit I 4 Hibbard J 
MTWR 0730-0925 R 115 
2304 ENGL 294 01 Myth and Legend 4 Hibbard J 
MTWR 0935-1130 A 115 
2305 ENGL 438 01 Great Writ Poet Fict 3 Meissner W 
Begin/ End Dale 06-1 0 to 06-20 Grading Oplions: SU-Req 
MTWA 1200-1630 SH 219 
2306 ENGL 458 01 Evalualg Sludnl Wrtg Gorrell D 
MTWR 1140-1300 SH 206 
2307 ENGL 497 01 20C Brilish Wrilers 4 Kalaidjian 
MTWR 1345-1540 A I 02 
2308 ENGL 538 01 Creal Wril Poet Fict 3 Meissner W 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-20 Grading Oplions: SU-Req 
MTWR 1200-1 630 SH 219 
2309 ENGL 558 01 Evaluatg Studnt Wrtg 3 Gorrell D 
MTWR 1140-1300 SH 206 
2310 ENGL 597 01 20C Brilish Writers Kalaidjian W 
MTWA 1345-1540 A 102 
2311 ENGL 666 01 Semon Willa Cather Dillman R 
MTWA 0935-1130 SH 206 
ENGLISH/SECOND TERM 
CAEF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR· 
2313 ENGL 124 01 Intro to Literalure 4 Van Pelt L 
MTWR 1140-1335 A 102 
2314 ENGL 160 01 Basic Wriling Wp Hansen T 
MTWR 0730-0925 A 2 
2315 ENGL 162 02 Wrinen Compos I Van Pelt L 
MTWA 0730-0925 A 115 
2324 ENGL 163. 04 Biography Wp Hansen T 
MTWR 1140-1335 A 2 
2317 ENGL 265 01 American Renaissance Parham J 
MTWR 1345-1540 SH 201 
2318 ENGL 447 01 Lit Uses of Am Hist Parham J 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 306 
2319 ENGL 460• 01 TchgAm Indian Lil Crows 
Begin/End Date 07-15 lo 08-05 
MTWR 1140-1445 SH 208 
2320 ENGL 547 01 Lil Uses of Am Hisl Parham J 
MTWR 0935-11 30 SH 306 
2321 ENGL 560 01 Tchg Am Indian Lit Crows 
Begin/ End Dale 07-15 lo 08-05 
MTWA 1140-1445 SH 208 
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR 
2312 ESL 132 01 Wriling 4 Robinson J 
MTWA 0935-1130 A 115 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CAEF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
0824 ENV 320 01 Wilderness Mgmt lssu 1 Peck J 
Begin /End Date 06-10 to 06-27 Grading Options: SU-Req 
MR 1345-1545 MS 215 
FRENCH/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
2701 FREN 131 01 Elem French I 
MTWA 0935-1130 PA 219 
HAS INSTRUCTOR 
Levilain G 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
3409 HETS 498 02 Elementary School He 3 Lafountaine Janna 
MTWA 1140-1300 HAH 241 
3426 HETS 498 03 Elemenlary School He Belfiori Carol 
MW 1800-2130 
3421 HETS 505 01 Mood Mod Sub in Soci Osendort Frank 
MTWR 0935· 1055 EB A 119 
3417 HETS 505 02 Mood Mod Sub in Soci 
MTWR 0935· 1055 HAH 240 
3 Schmitz Marge 
3434 HETS 555 01 Aaa lnslruclor Prep 3 Buraglio Gari 
Permission Form Required Grading Oplions: SU-Req 
Begin/End Dale 06-20 lo 06-29 
A 1700-2100 EB A1 22 FS 0800-1700 EB A122 
3427 HETS 581 01 Human Sexuality Dobey Rod 
MTWR 0730-0925 HAH 243 
3437 HETS 582 01 Environmenlal Hllh Hortis Theo 
MTWR 1140-1335 HAH 242 
3445 HETS 590 01 Org + Adm of Dr Educ Palmer John 
Begin/End Date 07-09 lo 08-01 
TWA 1800-2200 EB A127 
3428 HETS 598 01 Elementary School He Beltiori Carol 
MTWR 0730-0850 EB 8208 
3414 HETS 598 02 Elementary School He Lafountaine Janna 
MTWR 1140-1300 HAH 241 
3401 HETS 598 03 Elementary School He Belfiori Carol 
MW 1800-2130 
HEAL TH EDUCATION AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
3432 HETS 390 01 Dr + T rat Sal Ed II 4 Buraglio Carl 
MTWR 0730-0925 EB B208 
3433 HETS 398 01 Dr Educ Lab Suppl 2 Buraglio Carl 
MTWR 1140-1240 EB 8207 
3405 HETS 405 03 Mood Mod Sub in Soci 3 Schmitz Marge 
MTWR 0730-0850 HAH S306 
3416 HETS 412 01 Advanced Nutrition 4 Malum Donna 
MTWR 0930-11 30 EB A1 19 
3439 HETS 430 01 Advisor Proficiency 2 Trites Nancy Jo 
Begin/End Date 07-13 to 07-16 Permission Form Required 
SSMT 0800-2000 Meets SI. Cloud Civic Center 
3407 HETS 505 03 Mood Mod Sub in Soci 3 Schmitz Marge 
MTWR 0730-0850 HAH S306 
3425 HETS 512 01 Advanced Nutrition 4 Malum Donna 
MTWR 0930-11 30 EB A119 
3424 HETS 530 01 Advisor Proficiency 2 Trites Nancy Jo 
Begin / End Dale 07-13 to 07-16 Permission Form Required 
SSMT 0800-2000 Meets SI. Cloud Civic Center 
HISTORY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
3101 HIST 106 01 Contemporary Africa 4 Nayenga P 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 219 
3111 HIST 203 01 Europe 181 5-Present 4 Lewis A 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 212 
3104 HIST 346 01 Minnesota 3 Hofsommer D 
MTWR 0935-1055 SH 210 
3106 HIST 434 01 Soviet Russia 191 7• 4 Lewis A 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 212 
3107 HIST 534 01 Soviet Russia 1917- 4 Lewis A 
MTWR 0935- 11 30 SH 212 
HISTORY/SECOND TERM 
CAEF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR 
311 2 HIST 106 02 Americas People 4 Leonard A 
MTWA 11 40-1335 SH 212 
3102 HIST 141 01 US Since 1865 4 Peterson D 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 210 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR GEOGRAPHY /FIRST TERM CAEF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR 
1820 ED 609 01 Comparative Educ 3 Tabakin G CREF 
DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR 3105 HIST 352 01 Native Americans 4 Plulh E 
MT 0800-1040 EB B110 2801 GEOG 101 01 World Place Location 4 Bixby R 0 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 212 
1823 ED 614 01 Interpret Research 3 Ludeman V MTWR 0730-0925 SH 322 3109 HIST 463 01 Us-Latin Amer Rela 4 Peterson D 
MT 0800-1040 EB A122 2816 GEOG 253 01 Theory Concep1s-Geog 4 HarperCW 
MTWA 0935-1 130 SH 212 
1833 ED 644 01 Elem Sch Mathematics 3 Bavery E MTWR 1140-1335 SH 305 3110 HIST 563 01 Us-Latin Amer Re1a 4 Pelerson D 
MT 1140-1420 EB B110 2820 GEOG 273 01 Physical Geography 4 Wixon LG 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 212 
1835 ED 645 02 School Discipline 3 Hintz J MTWR 0730-0925 SH 305 3108 HIST 651 01 Rdg Native Americans VA Plulh E 
WA 0800-1040 EB A123 2822 GEOG 275 01 Geog ol lhe us 4 Dockendorff T P Hours Arranged 
1839 ED 651 01 Kindergarten Educ 3 Tabakin G MTWR 0730-0925 SH 307 
WR 0800-1040 EB 6110 2848 GEOG 374 01 Geog al W Europe 4 Wixon L G HONORS/FIRST TERM 
1841 ED 657 01 Classroom Computers 3 Schmidt R MTWR 0935-11 30 SH 307 CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
WR 1140-1420 EB A122 2850 GEOG 376 01 Geog al Minnesola 3 Dockendorff T P 3502 HONS 220 01 Hons Humanities I 4 Dienhart J 
MTWR 0935-1055 SH 305 MTWR 0935-1130 BH 103 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/FIRST TERM 3503 HONS 320 01 Hons Humanities II 4 Dienhart J 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR GEOGRAPHY/SECOND TERM MTWR 0935-1130 BH 103 
1750 EDAD 598 01 Issues in Urban Sch 3 Johnson L CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 3504 HONS 420 01 Hons Humanities Ill 4 Dienhart J 
WR 1045-1345 
281 1 GEOG 111 01 lnlro lo Global Geog 4 Erickson G B MTWR 0935-1130 BH 103 
1751 EDAD 608 01 Community Relations 3 Krepel T MTWR 0730-0925 SH 322 
MT 1045-1345 EB A230 2815 GEOG 250 0t Map Fundamentals 4 Richason B F HUMAN RELATIONS/FIRST TERM 
1752 EDAD 609 01 Middle School Admin 3 Berns B MTWR 0935-1 130 SH 310 CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
MT 1045-1345 EB A230 2851 GEOG 376 02 Geog of Minnesota 3 Erickson G B 2135 HURL 201 01 Non-Oppressive Reial 4 Ladue Lee 
1753 EDAD 611 01 Intern Supl 6 Moore C MW 1730-2020 SH 305· MTWR 0935-1130 
Grading Options: SU-Req For Non-Education Majors Only 
Hours Arranged 
2136 HURL 201 02 Non-Oppressive Reial 4 Norman Delrita 
1754 EDAD 613 01 Intern Sch Bus Mgmt 3 MooreC GERMAN/SECOND TERM MTWR 0935-1 130 EB B107 
Grading Options: SU-Req CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR For Non-Education Majors Only 
Hours Arranged 3001 GER 211 01 lntermed German I 4 Specht-Jarvis R 2137 HURL 201 03 Non-Oppressive Reial 4 Statt 
1755 EDAD 615 01 Intro to EDAD t McLaughlin J MTWR 0935- 11 30 PA 219 MTWR 1345-1 540 EB B107 
Begin/End Date 07-24 to 07-27 Grading Options: SU-Req For Non-Education Majors Only 
MTWR t 430-1730 EB A230 
HEALTH EDUCATION AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 2138 HURL 402' 01 Human Rights/Environ 4 Grant Sam 
1756 EDAD 676 01 Sec School Principal 3 Moore C 
/FIRST TERM TR 1545-1940 EB B107 WR 0730-1030 EB A229 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 2140 HURL 409' 01 Ageism 4 Norman Delrrta 
3402 HETS 125 01 Fundamentals of Hlth 3 Risk Harold 
MTWR 1140-1335 EB B107 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/SECOND TERM MTWR 0730-0850 EB A119 2142 HURL 499 01 Human Relation Block 6 Andrzejewski Julie 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR 
3403 HETS 125 02 Fundamentals of Hlth 
MTWR 0800-1100 EB 
3 Risk Harold 
1757 EDAD 607 01 Intern Comm Ed 6 Statt MTWA 0730-0850 EB A1 19 2144 HURL 499 02 Human Relation Block 6 Hofmann Sudie 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
3406 HETS 210 01 Principles Nutrition 3 Malum D 
MTWR 0935-1235 EB 
Hours Arranged 
TWA 1330-1530 EB B206 2146 HURL 499 03 Human Relation Block 6 Thompson Karen 
1758 EDAD 619 01 School Superintenden 3 Leach E 
3430 HETS 210 02 Principles Nutrition 3 Malum Donna 
MTWR 0935-1235 
MT 0730-t 030 EB A230 
MTWR 0935-1055 2148 HURL 499 04 Human Relation Block 6 Kellogg Polly 
1759 EDAD 621 01 Organizational Theor 3 Statt 
3408 HETS 290 01 Dr • Traf Sal Ed I 4 lsberner Brad 
MTWA 0935-1235 
WR 0730-t 030 EB At22 
MTWA 0730-0925 HAH 241 2162 HURL 499 08 Human Relation Block 6 Tademe Tamra! 
1760 EDAD 642 01 Starred Papers 3 Leach E 
3415 HETS 295 01 Defensive Driving 2 Anderson Jerry 
MTWR 0935-1235 EB 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
MT 1045-1345 EB A122 TR 1500-1700 2143 HURL 500 01 Human Relation Block 6 Andrzejewski Julie 
3411 HETS 305 01 Safety Educalion 4 Dobey Rod 
MTWR 0800-1100 EB 
1761 EDAD 649 01 Elem Principalship 3 Statt 
WA 0730-1030 EB A230 MTWR 0935-1 t 30 HAH 243 2145 HURL 500 02 Human Relation Block 6 Hofmann Sudie 
3435 HETS 350 01 International Htth 4 Hartis Theo 
MTWA 0935-1 235 EB 
1762 EDAD 677 01 Personnel Admin 3 Statt 
WR 1045-1345 EB A230 MTWR 0935-1130 HAH S305 2147 HURL 500 03 Human Relation Block 6 Thompson Karen 
3412 HETS 405 01 Mood Mod Sub in Soci 3 Osendort Frank 
MTWR 0935-1235 
MTWR 0935-t 055 EB At19 2149 HURL 500 04 Human Relation Block 6 Kellogg Polly 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING/FIRST TERM I 3404 HETS 405 02 Mood Mod Sub in Soci 3 Schmitz Marge 
MTWR 0935-1235 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR MTWR 0935-1055 HAH 240 2163 HURL 500 08 Human Relation Block 6 T ademe T amrat 
5626 EE 201· 01 Circuit Analysis I 4 EIits B 3410 HETS 444 01 Internship 16 Osendort Frank 
MTWR 0935-1235 EB 
MTWR 0935-1105 ECC 126 MW 1345-1540 ECC 203 Permission Form Required 2139 HURL 502' 01 Human Rights/Environ 4 Grant Sam 
Hours Arranged TR 1545-1940 EB B107 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING/SECOND TERM I 3429 HETS 455 01 Aaa Instructor Prep 3 Buraglio Carl 2141 HURL 509' 01 Ageism 4 Norman Delrita CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Permission Form Required Grading Options: SU-Req MTWR 11 40-1335 EB 6107 5627 EE 202· 01 Circuit Analysis II 4 Heneghan M Begin/End Date 06-20 to 06-29 R 1700-2100 EB A122 FS 0800-1700 EB At22 MTWA 0935-1105 ECG 126 MW 1345-1540 ECC 203 HUMAN RELATIONS/SECOND TERM 3418 HETS 481 01 Human Sexuality 4 Dobey Rod 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR MTWR 0730-0925 HAH 243 
ENGLISH/FIRST TERM 3436 HETS 482 01 Environmental Hlth 4 Hartis Theo 2150 HURL 201 04 Non-Oppressive Relal 4 Ladue Lee 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR MTWR 1140-1335 HAH 242 MTWR 0935-t 130 EB B107 For Non-Education Majors Only 
2301 ENGL 162 01 Written Compos I 4 Sheppard L 3438 HETS 490 01 Org + Adm of Dr Educ 4 Palmer John 2151 HURL 201 05 Non-Oppressive R~lat 4 Grant Sam 
MTWR 0935-1130 EH 101 Begin / End Dale 07-09 to 08-0t TR 1140-1535 EB A119 For Non-Education Majors Only 
2322 ENGL 162 03 Written Compos I 4 Sheppard L TWA 1800-2200 EB A127 2164 HURL 201 06 Non-Oppressive Relat 4 Statt 
MTWR 1140-1335 EH IOI 3419 HETS 498 01 Elementary School He 3 Belliori Carol MTWR 1140-1335 EB B1 07 For Non-Education Majors Only 
MTWR 0730-0850 EB B208 
15 
16 
CAEF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR CAEF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR CAEF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
2152 HURL 402' 02 Disabilily Righls 4 Schneider Marj 3583 IM 595 03 Humor + Child Lit 1 Westby Jerry 4312 MGMF 468' 01 Business Policy 4 Tallent Dwaine 
MW 0930-1300 Begin/End Date 06-17 to 06-18 Grading Options: SU-Aeq MTWR 0935-1130 BB 118 
MT 0930-1730 CH 127 
2160 HURL 402 03 Mc Gndr-Fair Dis Ed 4 Stanley Jan 4313 MGMF 468' 02 Business Policy 4 Vora Jay 
MTWA 0935-1130 EB 8104 IM 595 51 Childrens Lit Wrkshp 1 Westby Jerry MTWR 1140-1335 BB 218 ' 
Permission Form Required Williams Sandra 
2154 HURL 499 05 Human Relation Block 6 Lawson Andy Grading Options: SU-Aeq 4314 MGMF 468' 03 Business Policy 4 Vora Jay 
MTWR 0935-1235 EB A227 Begin/End Date 06-1910 06-20 MTWR 1345-1540 BB 218 
2156 HURL 499 06 Human Relation Block 6 Slaff WR 0900-1700 4315 MGMF 471 ' 01 Corporate Finance 4 Mooney Steve 
MTWR 0935-1235 EB Bl 12 For students who wish credit, a tuition payment in addition to MTWR 0730-0925 BB 320 the conference fee is required. Contact Continuing Studies 
2158 HURL 499 07 Human Relation Block 6 Slaff for regislration inlormation (612) 255-3082. 4317 MGMF 472 01 Financial Inst 4 Bohnen Howard 
MTWR 0935-1235 EB 
3582 3 Fields Dennis 
MTWA 0935- t 130 
IM 603 01 IM Theory Resch Prac 
2165 HURL 499 09 Human Relation Block 6 Slaff MTWR 0730-0850 CH 125 4316 MGMF 571' 01 Corporate Finance 4 Mooney Steve 
MTWA 0935-1235 EB MTWA 0730-0925 BB 320 
3584 IM 606 01 Sehl lib Media Prgrm 3 Armold Judy 
2155 HURL 500 05 Human Relation Block 6 Lawson Andy MTW 1345-1530 CH 134 Steltzner Larry 4318 MGMF 572 01 Financial Inst 4 Bohnen Howard 
MTWR 0935-1235 EB A227 
01 Research Methods 3 Staff 
MTWA 0935-t 130 
3585 IM 608 
2157 HURL 500 06 Human Relation Block 6 Slaff MTWR 0935-1055 CH 134 
MTWA 0935-1235 EB B112 
3 Rydberg David MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE/SECOND TERM 3595 IM 644 01 Storage and Retrievl 
2159 HURL 500 07 Human Relation Block 6 Slaff MTWR 1140-1300 CH 125 CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
MTWR 0935-1235 EB 
VR Lacroix Phyllis 3600 IM 679 01 Media Gen Prac 4319 MGMF 361 03 Mgmt Thry & Org Beh 4 Ward Edward 
2166 HURL 500 09 Human Relation Block 6 Slaff Permission Form Required MTWR 0730-0925 BB 218 
MTWA 0935-1235 EB Hours Arranged 
MGMF 4 Ward Ed 4320 361 04 Mgmt Thry & Org Beh 
2153 HURL 502' 02 Disabi lity Rights 4 Sctmeider Marj 3601 IM 680 01 Internship VA Staff MTWR 0935-1130 BB 218 
MW 0930-1300 Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 4321 MGMF 362 01 Personnel Adm 4 Krouze Bob 2161 HURL 502 03 Mc Gndr-Fair Dis Ed 4 Stanley Jan MTWA 0730-0925 BB 118 
MTWR 0935-t t 30 EB 3602 IM 681 01 Readings VR Lacroix Phyllis 
4 Skalbeck Bruce Permission Form Required 4322 MGMF 363 03 Prod + Oper Mgmt 
Hours Arranged MTWR 0730-0925 BB 119A 
INDUSTRIAL STUDIES/FIRST TERM 3603 IM 682 01 Research VA Slaff 4323 MGMF 363 04 Prod & Oper Mgmt 4 Skalbeck Bruce 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Permission Form Required MTWR 0935-1130 BB 119A 
3801 IND 186 01 Intro to Aviation 4 Carter John Hours Arranged 4324 MGMF 371 03 Managerial Finance 4 Krouze Bob 
MTWA 0935-1030 HH 214 3604 IM 683 01 Sem Specialist Degr VA Lacroix Phyllis MTWA 0935-1130 BB 118 
3802 IND 321 01 Elem School Ind Arts 2 Bjorklund Lorimer Permission Form Required 4325 MGMF 371 04 Managerial Finance 4 Mooney Steve 
MTWA 0730-0825 HH 225 Hours Arranged MTWR 1140-1335 BB 119A 
3803 IND 495 01 Desktop Publishing 4 Gilberti Anthony 3616 IM 684 01 Field Study in Media VA Slaff 4333 MGMF 373 02 Invest Principles 4 Ignatius Roger 
Begin/End Date 07-0t to 07-11 Permission Form Required MTWR 0935-1130 
MTWR 0935-1705 HH 113 Hours Arranged 
4326 MGMF 375 01 Risk Mgmt & Ins 4 Young Peter 
3804 IND 495 02 Tech Ed Activities 2 Schwaller Anthony MTWRF 1140-1335 BB 118 
Begin/End Dale 06-17 lo 06-20 INFORMATION MEDIA/SECOND TERM 4327 MGMF 375 02 Risk Mgmt & Ins 4 Young Peter MTWA 0935-1600 HH 215 CAEF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR MTWR 1345-1540 BB 118 
3805 IND 495 03 Technology Academy 2 Schwaller Anthony 3631 IM 468 06 Media Materials 4 Thompson Mert 4328 MGMF 467 01 Org Theory 4 Slaff Begin/End Dale 06-10 to 06-13 MTWR 0730-0925 CH 125 MTWA 1140-1335 BB 218 MTWR 0935-1600 HH 215 
3806 IND 495 04 Cnc/Cad/Cam 2 Nestel Gerald 3632 IM 468 07 Media Materials 4 Thompson Mert 4330 MGMF 468' 04 Business Policy 4 Thomas Dave 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 06-27 MTWR 0935- t 130 CH 125 MTWA 0935-1130 BB 320 
MTWR 0935-1600 HH 124 3564 IM 471 01 Prep of Materials 4 Hill Fred 4331 MGMF 468' 05 Business Policy 4 Thomas Dave 
3807 IND 588 01 Cnc/Cad/Cam 2 Nestel Gerald MTWR 0730-0925 CH 232 MTWA 1140-1335 BB 320 
Begin / End Date 06-24 to 06-27 3566 IM 475 01 Admin Fune 4 Radeke Duane 4329 MGMF 567 01 Org Theory 4 Staff 
MTWR 0935-1600 HH 124 MTW 1345-1615 CH 125 MTWR 1140-1335 BB 218 
3808 IND 595 01 Desktop Publishing 4 Gilberti Anthony 3567 IM 476 01 Select Mat 4 Westby Gerald 
Begin / End Date 07-01 to 07-11 MTWA 0935-t 130 CH 134 MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINESS/FULL TERM MTWA 0935-1705 HH 113 
3568 IM 477 01 Reference and Biblio 4 Clarke Norm CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
3809 IND 595 02 Tech Ed Activities 2 Schwaller Anthony MTW 1345-1615 CH 134 
4512 MKGB 01 Internship VR Benson R Begin/End Date 06-17 to 06-20 444' 
MTWR 0935-1600 HH 215 3573 IM 484 01 Sem Microsoft Wks 1 Armold Judy Permission Form Required Johnson S 
Permission Form Required Grading Oplions: SU-Req Hours Arranged 
3810 IND 595 03 Technology Academy 2 Schwaller Anthony Begin/End Dale 07 -1710 07-18 
Begin / End Date 06-10 to 06-13 WA 0930-1730 CH 232 
MTWA 0935-1600 HH 215 
8118 IM 510 51 Tour 35Mm Photograph 2 Nelson J M MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINESS/FIRST TERM 
Begin/End Date 08-05 to 08-09 Grading Options: SU-Req CAEF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
INDUSTRIAL STUDIES/SECOND TERM Hours Arranged 4501 MKGB 235 01 Legal Environ of Bus 4 Sleeper B 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 3626 IM 568 04 Media Materials 3 Thompson Mert MTWR 0935-t t 30 BB 321 
MTWR 0730-0925 CH 125 4502 MKGB 320 01 Intro to Marketing 4 Hanafy A 381 1 IND 321 02 Elem School Ind Arts 2 Bergstrom Philip MTWR 1140-1335 BB 319 MTWR 0730-0825 HH 225 3627 IM 568 05 Media Materials 3 Thompson Mert 
MTWR 0935-1130 CH 125 4503 MKGB 320 02 Intro to Marketing 4 Frank J 3812 IND 498 01 Internship VR Bergstrom Philip MTWR 0935-1130 SH 109 Permission Form Required 3574 IM 571 01 Prep of Materials 3 Hill Fred 
Hours Arranged Lab Arranged MTWR 0730-0925 CH 232 4504 MKGB 321' 01 Consumer Behavior 4 Rodgers W 
3813 IND 598 01 VR Bergstrom Philip 3576 IM 575 01 Admin Fune 3 Radeke Duane MTWR 0730-0925 BB 319 Internship 
Permission Form Required MTW 1345-1615 CH 125 4505 MKGB 322 ' 01 Intro to Advertising 4 Benson R 
Hours Arranged Lab Arranged 3577 IM 576 01 Select Mat 3 Westby Gerald MTWA 0935-t 130 BB 319 
MTWR 0935-t 130 CH 134 4506 MKGB 323' 01 Personal Selling 4 Frank J 
MTWA 1140-1335 BB 322 
INFORMATION MEDIA/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
3555 IM 412 01 TV in Media 4 Polesak Fred 
MW 1800-2150 SH 152 
3619 IM 431 01 On-Line Search 2 Slaff 
Begin / End Date 06-10 to 06-13 
MTWR 0930-1730 CH 228 
3617 IM 444 01 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
3605 IM 445 01 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
MTWR 0730-0925 CH 232 
3552 IM 458 01 
MTWR 1345-1540 CH 125 
3557 IM 468 02 
MTWR 0935-1130 CH 125 
3558 IM 468 03 
MTWR 0935-1130 CH 100 
3551 IM 468 04 
MTWA 0935-1130 CH 127 
3554 IM 468 05 
MTWR 0730-0925 CH 125 
3570 IM 473 01 
MTWR 0730-0925 CH 126 
3569 IM 478 01 
MTWR 0935-1130 CH 126 
3562 IM 495 01 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 06-25 
MT 0930-1730 CH 232 
3645 IM 495 02 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
Begin / End Dale 06-26 to 06-27 
WA 0930-1730 CH 232 
Internship 
Micros in Schools 





Photo in Media 
Tech Proc I 
Hypermedia for Educ 
Create Instr-Hyper 
VR Fields Dennis 















3624 IM 495 03 Humor + Child Lit 1 Westby Jerry 
Begin / End Dale 06-17 to 06- 18 Grading Options: SU-Req 
MT 0930-1730 CH 127 
8103 IM 495 51 Childrens L~ Wrkshp 
Permission Form Required 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
Begin / End Date 06-19 to 06-20 
WR 0900-1700 
For students who wish credit. a tuition payment in addition to 
the conference fee is required. Contact Continuing Studies 
lor registration information (612) 255-3082. 
3618 IM 512 01 TVinMedia 
MW 1800-2150 SH 152 
3620 IM 531 01 On-Line Search 
Begin /End Date 06-1010 06-13 
MTWR 0930-1730 CH 228 
3606 IM 545 01 Micros in Schools 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
MTWR 0730-0925 CH 232 
3590 IM 558 01 lnstruc Develop I 
MTWR 1345-1540 CH 125 
3560 IM 568 02 Media Materials 
MTWR 0935-1130 CH 125 
3565 IM 568 03 Media Materials 
MTWR 0730-0925 CH 125 
3575 IM 573 01 Pholo in Media 
MTWR 0730-0925 CH 126 
3579 IM 578 01 Tech Proc I 
MTWR 0935-1130 CH 126 
3561 IM 595 01 Hypermedia for Educ 
Grading Oplions: SU-Req 
Begin / End Dale 06-24 lo 06-25 
MT 0930-1730 CH 232 
3648 IM 595 02 Creale lnslr-Hyper 
Grading Oplions: SU-Req 
Begin/End Date 06-26 lo 06-27 

















CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR 
3578 IM 577 01 Reference and Biblio 3 Clarke Norm 
MTW 1345-1615 CH 134 
3599 IM 584 01 Sem Microsoft Wks 1 Armold Judy 
Begin / End Date 07-17 lo 07-18 Grading Oplions: SU-Aeq 
WR 0930-1730 CH 232 
3589 IM 584 02 Sem Slide Shw-Clssrm 1 Nelson J M 
Begin/End Dale 07-22 lo 07-23 Grading Oplions: SU-Req 
MT 0930-1730 CH 126 
3592 IM 584 03 Sem Copyslides-Educa 1 Nelson J M 
Begin/End Dale 07-24 lo.07-25 Grading Oplions: SU-Req 
WR 0930-1730 CH 126 
3591 IM 584 04 Sem 35Mm Photo-Tchrs 2 Nelson J M 
Begin / End Dale 07-29 to 08-01 Grading Options: SU-Aeq 
MTWA 0930-1730 CH 126 
3594 IM 639 01 Read List View Guid 3 Busse Dick 
MTWR 1140-1300 CH 134 
3629 IM 681 02 Readings VA Slatt 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
3630 IM 682 02 Research VA Statt 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
3625 IM 683 04 Sem lnstruc Design 1 Fields Dennis 
Begin / End Date 07-15 to 07-16 Grading Oplions: SU-Req 
WR 0930-1730 CH 126 
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
See courses listed under the following: American Studies, 
East Asian Sludies, Gerontology, International Relations, 
Lalin American Studies, Local and Urban Affa irs, Social 
Science, and Social Studies 
ITALIAN 
See Foreign Languages 
JAPANESE 
See Foreign Languages 
MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE/FULL TERM 
CAEF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR 
431 1 MGMF 444• 01 Internship VA Johnson Scott 
Grading Options: SU-Aeq Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4301 MGMF 361 01 Mgmt Thry & Org Beh 4 Krouze Bob 
MTWA 1140-1335 88 118 
4302 MGMF 361 02 Mgmt Thry & Org Beh 4 Krouze Bob 
MTWR 1345-1540 88 118 
4303 MGMF 363 01 Prod & Oper Mgmt 4 Pesch Michael 
MTWR 0730-0925 88 119A 
4304 MGMF 363 02 Prod + Oper Mgmt 4 Pesch Michael 
MTWR 0935-1130 88 119A 
4305 MGMF 370 01 Org Behavior 4 Sebastian Rich 
MTWR 0730-0925 88 218 
4306 MGMF 370 02 Org Behavior 4 Sebastian Rich 
MTWR 0935-1130 88 218 
4307 MGMF 371 01 Managerial Finance 4 Farrell Crumpton 
MTWR 1140-1335 88 119A 
4308 MGMF 371 02 Managerial Finance 4 Farrell Crumpton 
MTWR 1345-1540 88 119A 
4309 MGMF 373 01 Invest Principles 4 Bohnen Howard 
MTWR 0730-0925 88 118 
4310 MGMF 378 01 R E Principles 4 Mooney Steve 
MTWA 0935-1130 88 320 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR 
4507 MKGB 327' 01 Industrial Marketing 4 Rodgers W 
MTWR 0935-1130 88 322 
4508 MKGB 424' 01 Sales Management 4 Hanafy A 
MTWA 0935-11 30 SH 202 
4510 MKGB 437" 01 Business Law 4 Sleeper 8 
MTWR 0730-0925 88 322 
4509 MKGB 524' 01 Sales Management 4 Hanafy A 
MTWR 0935-11 30 SH 202 
4511 MKGB 537' 01 Business Law 4 Sleeper B 
MTWR 0730-0925 88 322 
MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINESS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR 
4520 MKGB 235 02 Legal Environ of Bus 4 Staff 
MTWA 0935-1130 88 321 
4521 MKGB 320 03 Intro to Marketing 4 Larson J 
MTWA 1140-1335 88 322 
4531 MKGB 320 04 Intro to Marketing 4 Rodgers W 
MTWA 0935-1 130 SH 201 
4532 MKGB 321· 02 Consumer Behavior 4 Rodgers W 
MTWR 0730-0925 88 322 
4522 MKGB 322 02 Intro to Advertising 4 Rudolph A 
MTWA 0730-0925 88 319 
4524 MKGB 423' 01 Advertising Mgml 4 Rudolph A 
MTWA 0935-1130 SH 109 
4523 MKGB 429• 01 Marketing Management 4 Larson J 
MTWR 0935-1130 88 319 
4526 MKGB 432• 01 Marketing Channels 4 Johnson J 
MTWR 0935-1130 88 322 
4528 MKGB 433• 01 Marketing Logistics 4 Johnson J 
MTWR 1140-1335 88 319 
4530 MKGB 436 01 Business Law 4 Staff 
MTWR 1140-1335 88 321 
4525 MKGB 523' 01 Advertising Mgmt 4 Rudolph A 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 109 
4527 MKGB 532• 01 Marketing Channels 4 Johnson J 
MTWA 0935-1130 88 322 
4529 MKGB 533• 01 Marketing Logislics 4 Johnson J 
MTWR 1140-1335 88 319 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
1408 COMM 444• 01 Mass Comm Internship 5 Voelker Fran 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged Lab Arranged 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR 
1402 COMM 246· 01 Visual Communication 3 Tiberghien G 
MTWR 0730-0850 SH 123 
1426 COMM 260' 01 Prin Mass Comm Ethcs 2 Hable Amde-Michael 
MW 1500-1645 SH 123 
1422 COMM 320· 01 Hist of Mass Media 3 Morris Burnis 
MTWA 0935-1055 SH 120 
1419 COMM 346· 01 Photojournalism 4 Hi ll Richard 
MW 1800-2150 SH 11 5 Lab Arranged 
1423 COMM 430• 01 Intl Communication 4 Hable Amde-Michael 
MW 1800-2150 SH 120 
1420 COMM 436 01 Pr Wrtng / Pblctns 4 Tiberghien G 
Begin / End Dale 06-17 to 06-27 
MTWR 0935 -1 430 SH 115 LabArranged 
1424 COMM 530 01 Intl Communication 4 Hable Amde-Michael 
MW 1800-2150 SH 120 
1421 COMM 536 01 Pr Wrtng/Pblctns 4 Tiberghien G 
Begin /End Date 06-17 to 06-27 
MTWR 0935-1430 SH 115 LabArranged 
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MASS COMMUNICATIONS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
1425 COMM 220 01 Intro lo Mass Comm 4 Norlem Bren! 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 120 
1404 COMM 276 01 TV Edil + Prod Wkshp 2 Bryce Scott 
MTWR 1030-1215 SH 123 Lab Arranged 
1405 COMM 276 02 TV Edil + Prod Wkshp 4 Bryce Scott 
MTWR 1030-1400 SH 123 Lab Arranged 
1409 COMM 452 01 Pblcln Prod Wkshop 2 Norlem Brent 
MTWR 1030-1215 SH 115 Lab Arranged 
1410 COMM 452 02 Pblctn Prod Wkshop 4 Norlem Brenl 
MTWR 1030-1400 SH 115 Lab Arranged 
1411 COMM 450· 01 Mass Comm Law 4 Desanto John 
MW 1800-2150 SH 120 
1412 COMM 478 01 TV Jrnlsm Prod Wkshp 2 Bryce Scott 
MTWA 0930-1145 SH 123 Lab Arranged 
1413 COMM 478 02 TV Jrnlsm Prod Wkshp 4 Bryce Scott 
MTWR 0930-1300 SH 123 Lab Arranged 
141 5 COMM 550• 01 Mass Comm Law 4 Desanlo John 
MW 1800-2150 SH 120 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR 
0014 MBA 683. 01 Managerial Accounlin 4 Roser S 
Major Sludenls Only 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 318 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4332 MBA 671" 01 Fin Mgml Policy 4 Mooney Sieve 
I Major Sludenls Only MTWR 1345-1540 BB 218 
I 
MATHEMATICS/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4008 MATH 130 03 Intermediate Algebra 4 Huppler Katherine 
MTWR 0935-1130 LH B 
MATHEMATICS/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4028 MATH 121 01 Cultural Mathematics 4 Lahren David 
MTWR 0730-0925 ECC 108 
4027 MATH 130 01 Intermediate Algebra 4 Huppler Katherine 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
MTWR 0935-1130 LH BSMT 
4013 MATH 131 01 Topics Alg/ Fini Malh 4 Buis Gary 
MTWA 0935-1130 ECC 130 
4015 MATH 133 01 College Algebra 4 Johnson James 
MTWR 0935-1130 ECC 118 
4032 MATH 250 01 Malh lor Elem T chr I 4 Lahren David 
MTWR 0935-1130 ECC 136 
4006 MATH 254 01 Fund of Malh I 4 Bahauddin Mohammed 
MTWR 1140-1335 ECC 130 
4010 MATH 355 01 Discrete Math Struct 4 Johnson James W 
MTWR 1140-1335 ECC 117 
4022 MATH 403 01 Compu lnlgr Malh in 4 Hebert Mary 
MTWR 0730-0925 ECC 117 
4012 MATH 440 01 History of Malh 4 Brink Allen 
MTWR 0935-1130 ECC 120 
4025 MATH 459 01 Rec Tr Elem Sch Malh 4 Naraine Bishnu 
MTWR 0730-0925 ECC 136 
4023 MATH 503 01 Compu lntgr Malh in 3 Heben Mary 
MTWR 0730-0925 ECC 117 
4014 MATH 540 01 History of Math 3 Brink Allen 
MTWR 0935-11 30 ECC 120 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
4632 MUSM 125 01 Mus in World Culture 
MTWA 0935-1130 PA 271 
4633 MUSM 471 02 Sem/ Brass Inst Lit 
MR 1500-·1545 PA 158 
4635 MUSM 479 01 Teach Total Percussi 
Begin/End Dale 07-22 lo 07-25 
MTWR 1000-1600 PA 113 
4634 MUSM 571 02 Sem/Brass Inst Lit 
MA 1500-1645 PA 158 
4636 MUSM 579 01 Teach T olal Percussi 
Begin / End Dale 07-22 to 07-25 
MTWR 1000-1600 PA 113 
PHILOSOPHY /FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
5371 PHIL 122 01 Intro to Ethics 
MTWR 0935-1130 BH 101 
5372 PHIL 122 02 Intro to Ethics 
MTWR 1140-1335 BH IOI 
5383 PHIL 160 03 Intro 10 Philosophy 
MTWR 0730-0925 BH 101 
PHILOSOPHY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
5381 PHIL 160 01 Intro 10 Philosophy 
MTWR 0935-11 30 BH IOI 
5382 PHIL 160 02 Intro 10 Philosophy 
MTWR 1345-1540 BH 101 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
5001 PE 120 01 Aerobic Fitness 
Grading Options: Either 
MTWR 0830-0925 HAH 240 
5003 PE 123 01 Weight Training 
Grading Options: Eilher 
MW 0935-1025 HAH WT 
5027 PE 125 01 Ballroom Dance Rhyth 
Grading Options: Either 
TR 0935-1030 HAH DS 
5028 PE 125 02 Ballroom Dance Rhyth 
Grading Options: rnher 
TR 0935-1030 HAH DS 
5013 PE 126 01 Aerobic Dance 
Grading Options: rnher 
MTWA 0815-0925 HAH DS 
5008 PE 160 01 Slo Pilch Scttball 
Grading Options: SU-Aeq 
TR 0935-1140 HAH SHF 
5044 PE 213 02 Bicycling 
Grading Options: Eilher 
TR 1140-1345 HAH 240 
5015 PE 228 02 Racquetball 
Grading Options: Either 
MTWR 0935-1025 HAH SRB 
5022 PE 230 01 Tennis 
Grading Options: Either 
MTWR 0935-1100 HAH TC 
5023 PE 230 02 Tennis 
Grading Options: Either 
MTR 1140-1335 HAH TC 
5029 PE 230 06 Tennis 
Grading Options: Either 
MTWR 1345-1505 HAH TC 
5055 PE 271 01 Skin + Scuba Diving 
Grading Options: Either 
T 1900-2100 HAH 241 R 
$55.00 special fee colleC1ed on srte. 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4 Hayes Eileen 
2 Moore Albert 
2 Vermillion Terry 
2 Moore Albert 
2 Vermillion Terry 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4 Headley C 
4 Headley C 
4 Boyer D 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4 Swank C 
4 Swank C 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
2 Buckley Chel 
1 Waxlax Bob 
1 BrinkGarol 
1 Brink Carol 
2 Brink Carol 
2 Becker Sue 
2 Zezoney Frank 
2 Anfenscn Rod 
2 Buckley Chel 
2 Buckley Chel 
2 Buckley Che1 
2 Spychala Mark 
1900-2100 EH POOL 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
5021 PE 275 05 Golf 2 Collins Ray 
Grading Options: Either Special Fees: 25.00 
MW 0935-1 130 HAH EB 
Equipment is available if needed. 
5053 PE 392 01 Elem School Phys Ed 2 Collins Ray 
TR 0935-1 130 HAH S305 
5064 PE 430 02 Special Olympics 3 Nearing Ruth 
Begin/End Dale 07-16 10 07-26 Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
5085 PE 453• 01 Mov Opp/Tch Excep II 3 Nearing Au1h 
Begin/End Dale 07-29 lo 08-15 
MTWR 0935-1205 HAH S308 
5065 PE 530 02 Special Olympics 3 Nearing Rulh 
Begin/End Da1e 07-16 to 07-26 Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
5086 PE 553• 01 Mov Opp/Tch Excep II 3 Nearing Ruth 
Begin/End Dale 07-29 lo 08-15 
MTWR 0935-1205 HAH S308 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT SCIENCE 
/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR 
5002 PESS 248 01 Anatomy 4 Knop Nancy 
MTWR 0730-0925 HAH 109 
5087 PESS 248 02 Anatomy 4 Knop Nancy 
MTWR 0935-1130 HAH 109 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT SCIENCE 
/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
5019 PESS 206 01 Slnd 1st Aid /Safely 3 Whilloci< Dee 
Special Fees: 5.00 
MTWR 1140-1300 HAH 243 
5020 PESS 206 02 Slnd 1 SI Aid/Safely 3 Whillock Dee 
Special Fees: 5.00 
MTWR 0935-1055 HAH 243 
PHYSICS/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
5517 PHYS 231' 01 General Physics I 4 Kalia S 
MTWR 0935-11 30 MS 124 l ab Arranged 
5515 PHYS 233• 01 General Physics Ill 4 Dalton B 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 103 l ab Arranged 
PHYSICS/SECOND TERM 
CAEF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
5523 PHYS 232• 01 General Physics II 4 Trummel D 
MTWR 0935-11 30 MS 124 lab Arranged 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
5713 POL 444' 01 Govt Internship VR Williamson Homer 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
5701 POL 111 01 Intro to Amer Govt 4 Becker Robert 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 210 
5714 POL 313• 01 Metro Area Govt 4 Merrick Janna 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 201 
5747 POL 380· 01 Pub Administration 4 Bodelson Patricia 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 304 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4036 MATH 559 01 Rec Tr Elem Sch Malh 4 Naraine Bishnu 
MTWR 0730-0925 ECG 136 
4037 MATH 616 01 T chg Gecm Sec School 3 Naraine Bishnu 
MTWR 1140-1335 ECG 136 
MATHEMATICS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4017 MATH 130 02 Intermediate Algebra 4 Haller Sue 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
MTWR 0935-1130 LH BSMT 
4009 MATH 131 02 Topics Alg /Fini Malh 4 Katia Ravindra 
MTWR 1140-1335 ECC 130 
4007 MATH 231 01 Survey of Calculus I 4 Kalla Ravindra 
MTWR 0730-0925 ECC 130 
MICROCOMPUTER STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4020 MCS 267 01 Beginning BASIC 4 Saeed Mohammad 
Special Fees: 10.00 
MTWR 0935-1130 ECG 116 
4052 MCS 302 01 Software Pkg Micro I 4 Wasson David 
Permission Form Required Special Fees: 40.00 
MTWR 1345-1540 ECC 137 
4053 MCS 303' 01 Software Pkg Microll 4 Wasson David 
Permission Form Required Special Fees: 40.00 
MTWR 1715-1910 ECG 137 
MICROCOMPUTER STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4054 MCS 312' 01 Microcompu1 Graphics 4 Mowe Richard 
Permission Form Required Special Fees: 40.00 
MTWR 1715-1910 ECG 137 
MINORITY STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
6951 MINS 201 01 lnlro Minority Studi 4 Staff 
MTWR 0935-1 130 SH 102 
See Also: AMST 102; ANTH 159; HIST 356; HURL 20I, 402, 499: 
MUSM 125, 229: SPC 375; SPED 404 
MUSIC/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
4627 MUS 614 01 Music/19th Century 
MTWR 0935-1130 PA 271 
MUSIC MUSICIANSHIP/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
4630 MUSM 229 01 Blues• Jazz History 
MTWR 0935-1130 PA 141 
4625 MUSM 427 01 Creali Mvm1/Musician 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-27 
MTWR 0900-1200 PA 230 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
3 Echols Charles 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4 Frohrip Kenton 
3 Givens Hugh 
4628 MUSM 471 01 Creative Mus Making 2 Smale Marcelyn 
Begin / End Date 06-10 lo 06-14 
MTWR 1200-1700 PA 140 F 0800-1200 PA 140 
4626 MUSM 527 01 Creati Mvmt/Musician 3 Givens Hugh 
Begin / End Date 06-10 to 06-27 
MTWR 0900-1200 PA 230 
4629 MUSM 571 01 Creative Mus Making 2 Smale Marcelyn 
Begin / End Date 06-10 to 06-14 
MTWR 1200-1700 PA 140 F 0800-1200 PA 140 
MUSIC MUSICIANSHIP/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4631 MUSM 100 01 Intro 10 Music Layne A Dennis 
MTWR 0730-0925 PA 141 
19 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
5046 PE 273 02 Canoeing 1 Hemingway John 
Grading Options: Either 
T 1800-2000 HAH 243 
5066 PE 275 01 Golf 2 Oxlon John 
Grading Options: Either Special Fees: 25.00 
TR 1140-1345 HAH EB 
Equipment is available if needed 
5004 PE 275 03 Golf 2 Oxlon John 
Grading Options: Either Special Fees: 25.00 
TR 1345-1550 HAH EB 
Equipment is available if needed. 
5033 PE 275 06 Golf 2 Oxlon John 
Grading Options: Either Special Fees: 25.00 
MW 1345-1540 HAH EB 
Equipment is available ii needed. 
5056 PE 275 07 Golf 2 Oxton John 
Grading Options: Either Special Fees: 25.00 
MW 1140-1335 HAH EB 
Equipment is available if needed. 
5057 PE 430 01 Frisbee Disc Play 1 Mackey Tim 
Grading Options: Either Special Fees: 4.00 
TR 1345-1440 HAH 242 
8111 PE 530 51 Dance for Elem/Sec 1 Leigh Debra 
Begin / End Date 06-1210 06-13 Permission Form Required 
WR 0900-1600 HAH 
For students who wish cred it, a tuition payment in addition to 
the conference fee is required. Contact Continuing Studies 
for registration information (612) 255-3082. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
5035 PE 115 01 Aerobic Swimming 2 Nearing Ruth 
Grading Options: Either 
MTWR 0730-0825 HAH POOL 
5049 PE 126 02 Aerobic Dance 2 Leigh Debra 
Grading Op1ions: Either 
MTWR 1140-1235 HAH OS 
5042 PE 160 02 Slo Pitch Softball 2 Thompson Karen 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
TR 0935-1130 HAH SHF 
5043 PE 213 01 Bicycling 2 Thompson Karen 
Grading Options: Ei1her 
MW 0935-1130 HAH 242 
5054 PE 225 01 Modern Jazz Dancing 2 Leigh Debra 
Grading Options: Either 
MTWR 1345-1440 HAH OS 
5014 PE 228 01 Racquetball 2 Simpson Mike 
Grading Options: Either 
MTWR 0830-0925 HAH SRB 
5024 PE 230 03 Tennis 2 Thompson Karen 
Grading Options: Either 
MTWR 1140-1300 HAH TC 
5025 PE 230 04 Tennis 2 Simpson Mike 
Grading Options: Either 
MW 1830-2025 HAH TC 
5010 PE 230 05 Tennis 2 Thompson Karen 
Grading Options: Either 
MTWR 1345-1505 HAH TC 
5006 PE 271 02 Skin + Scuba Diving 2 Kockler John 
Grading Options: Ei1her 
M 1900-2100 HAH 241 
$55.00 special fee collected on site. 
5082 PE 273 01 Canoeing 
Grading Options: Either 
T 1340-1535 HAH 243 
5052 PE 275 02 Goll 
Grading Options: Either 
MW 1345-1540 HAH EB 
Equipment is available if needed. 
5005 PE 275 04 Goll 
Grading Op1ions: Either 
MW 1140-1335 HAH EB 
Equipment is available if needed. 
w 1900-2100 EH POOL 
1 Simpson Mike 
2 Collins Ray 
Special Fees: 25.00 
2 Collins Ray 
Special Fees: 25.00 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
5708 POL 212· 01 State and Local Govt 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 323 
5706 POL 251 01 ln1ro to World Pols 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 323 
5741 POL 361 01 Western Pol Thought 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 323 
5795 POL 495 01 Teach Vietnam War 
Begin / End Dale 07-15 to 07-23 
MTWR 0930-1630 SH 209 
5796 POL 588 01 Teach Vietnam War 
Begin /End Date 07-15 to 07-23 
MTWR 0930-1630 SH 209 
PSYCHOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
5901 PSY 115 01 General Psychology 
MTWR 0935-1130 EB B208 
5914 PSY 115 03 General Psychology 
MTWR 0730-0925 EB B209 
5903 PSY 2W 01 Descrip • Infer Slat 
MTWR 0730-0925 EB B213 
5905 PSY 241 01 Intro to Devel Psych 
MTWR 0730-0925 EB B206 
5906 PSY 252' 01 Cognitive Psychology 
MTWR 0935-1 130 EB B206 
5908 PSY 275 01 Psy of Women 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
MTWR 0935-1130 EB B209 
PSYCHOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
5902 PSY 115 02 General Psychology 
MTWR 1345-1540 EB B213 
5915 PSY 115 04 General Psychology 
MTWR 1140-1335 EB B208 
5904 PSY 216' 02 Descrip • lnler Stat 
MTWR 0730-0925 EB B213 
5907 PSY 264 01 Industrial Psycholog 
MTWR 0935-1130 EB B213 
5909 PSY 275 02 Psy of Women 
Grading Oplions: SU-Req 
MTWR 0730-0925 EB B206 
5910 PSY 317' 01 Res Design + Method 
MTWR 1140-1335 EB A226 
5911 PSY 418' 01 History of Psycholog 
MTWR 1345-1540 EB A226 
5912 PSY 492 01 Psych Disorders 
MTWR 0935-1130 EB B206 
5913 PSY 592 01 Psych Disorders 
MTWR 0935-1130 EB B206 
READING/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
6302 RONG 110 01 Rdng and Study Skill 
Begin/End Date 06-11 to 07-02 
MTWR 0935-1 055 SH 104 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4 Frank Steve 
4 Curtis Willie 
4 Schmid1 Orville 
Kilkelly John 





4 McGlasson C 
4 McGlasson C 
Jazwinski C 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 










2 Fillenworth Ceil 
6301 RONG 120 01 Reading Rate Improve 2 Fillenworth Ceil 
Begin / End Date 06-1110 07-02 Grading Options: Either 
MTWR 0800-0920 SH 104 
RECREATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
5088 REC 112 
TR 1345-1550 
5050 REC 444 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
01 Recreational Camping 
HAH 240 
01 Senior Internship 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 




CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
5051 REC 444 02 





8 Sheehan Terri 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
0829 SCI 460 01 Prin Ecol + Env Educ 4 Kramer D 
Permission Form Required Grading Options: SU-Aeq 
Begin/End Dale 06-1 Oto 06-21 
MTWRF 0730-1230 BH 130 
0830 SCI 560 01 Prin Ecol + Env Educ 4 Kramer D 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-21 Grading Oplions: SU-Req 
MTWRF 0730-1230 BH 130 
SOCIAL SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
6901 SSCI 104 0t General Social Sci 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 204 
6902 SSCI 104 02 General Social Sci 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 203 
6904 SSCI 104 04 General Social Sci 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 110 
6941 SSCI 320 01 Elements of Soc Sci 
MTWR 0730-0850 SH 203 
6942 SSCI 320 02 Elements of Soc Sci 
MTWR 0935- 1055 SH 332 
6970 SSCI 460 01 Power and Change 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 204 
6980 SSCI 560 01 Power and Change 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 204 
SOCIAL SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
6903 SSCI 104 03 General Social Sci 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 204 
6905 SSCI 104 05 General Social Sci 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 204 
6928 SSCI 204 01 Dealh + Dying 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 110 
6943 SSCI 320 03 Elements of Soc Sci 
MTWR 0805-0925 SH 110 
SOCIAL WORK/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
6475 SW 213 01 Adolescent Problems 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 214 
6482 SW 275 01 Sw Prac W the Aging 
MW 0935-1300 SH 208 
6476 SW 415 01 Sw With Fami!'es 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 228 
6477 SW 420 01 Sw + Health Care 
MW 1800-2130 SH 207 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
Tripp LS 
Nunn W H 
Downes A J 
Nunn W H 
Downes AJ 
Tripp LS 




Stensland A G 






6478 SW 444" 01 Sw Internship 8 Present R 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
6479 SW 444• 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
6480 SW 445• 
MW 0900-1230 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
02 Sw Internship 8 Brennan N 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
01 Sw Senior Rsrch Sem 4 Brennan N 
SH 306 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
1954 SPED 505 01 Behavior Problems 3 Ayers F 
MT 0730-1110 EB 8112 
1956 SPED 508 01 Dev Screen/ Assess Ch 3 Raduns P 
MW 1300-1645 EB A235 
1958 SPED 515 01 Medical Perspec Cl rm 3 Ayers F 
WR 0730-1135 EB 8112 
1960 SPED 516 01 Assessment for SPED 3 Raduns P 
MT 0730-1110 EB A235 
1962 SPED 519 01 Rdg/Lang for Spec SI 3 Walker J 
WR 0730-1035 EB 8214 
1964 SPED 520 01 Skills Sev Hand I 3 Ward B 
Co-Requisite: 2 SPED 521 1966 
MT 0730-1110 EB 8214 
1966 SPED 521 01 Skills Sev Hand II 3 Moore M 
Co-Requisite: 2 SPED 520 1964 
WR 0730-1 135 EB A235 
1968 SPED 536 01 Communic + Consult 3 WellikJ 
Begin/End Date 06-27 to 07-12 
MTWRF 1300-18t0 EB A123 
1970 SPED 545 01 Issue & Concept Ld I 3 Bigler J 
Permission Form Required 
MTWRF 1315-1655 EB 8214 
1971 SPED 649 01 Pract Mild/Mod K-12 3 Slaff 
Permission Form Required Grading Options: SU-Req 
Hours Arranged 
1972 SPED 660 01 Pract Mod Ment Hand 4 Staff 
Permission Form Required Grading Options: SU-Req 
Co-Requisite: 2 SPED 6611989 
Hours Arranged 
1973 SPED 670 01 Pract E/Bd 1-1 11 3 Gadberry E 
Permission Form Required Grading Options: SU-Req 
Co-Requisite: 2 SPED 671 1990 
Hours Arranged 
1974 SPED 670 02 Pract E/Bd 1-111 3 Staff 
Permission Form Required Grading Options: SU-Req 
Co-Requisite: 2 SPED 671 1990 
Hours Arranged 
1975 SPED 680 01 Practicum Ld I 3 Bigler J 
Permission Form Required Grading Oplions: SU-Req 
Co-Requisite: 2 SPED 6811991 
Hours Arranged 
1976 SPED 680 02 Practicum Ld I 3 Staff 
Permission Form Required Grading Options: SU-Req 
Co-Requisite: 2 SPED 681 1991 
Hours Arranged 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
t977 SPED 413 01 Math Meth Spec Stu 
WR 0900-1240 EB A235 
1992 SPED 414 01 Main Sci/Soc SI SPED 
Begin / End Date 07-15 to 07-25 
MTWRF 1240-1655 EB A229 
1979 SPED 417 01 Emot/Behav Disor Stu 
MT 0930-1215 EB A235 
1981 SPED 431 01 Car+Voc Spec Nds Stu 
MT 1300-1645 EB A235 
1983 SPED 443 01 Community Resources 
Begin/End Date 07-29 to 08-02 
MTWRF 0800-1640 EB A 128 
1985 SPED 446 01 Issue & Concept Ld 2 
Permission Form Required 
MTWRF 1315-1655 EB B214 
1995 SPED 504 01 Cult Divers and Educ 
Begin/End Date 07-22 to 08-02 
MTWRF 1300-1645 EB A227 
1978 SPED 513 01 Math Meth Spec Stu 
WR 0900-1240 EB A235 
1993 SPED 514 01 Main Sci/Soc St SPED 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07-25 





4 Schlicht S 
Koebnick R 
4 Bigler J 




SPEECH COMMUNICATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
6705 SPC 161 05 Intro to Speech Comm 4 Puce! J 
MTWR 0935-1 130 MS 11 5 
6706 SPC 161 06 Intro to Speech Comm 4 Haught K 
MTWR 0730-0925 MS 114 
6737 SPC 220• 02 Public Speaking 4 Warne D 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 115 
6744 SPC 226 02 Interpersonal Comm 4 Pucel J 
MTWR 0730-0925 MS 115 
6753 SPC 320 01 Presentational Spkg 4 Stangl-Erkens S 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 107 
6755 SPC 324• 01 Argument+ Advocacy 4 Warne D 
MTWR 1345-1540 MS 115 
6769 SPC 375 01 lntercultural Comm 4 Pryately M 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 114 
6772 SPC 420· 02 Theo, of Persuasion 4 Haught K 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 107 
6782 SPC 444 02 Spc Comm Internship VR Grachek A 
Permission Form Required Grading Options: SU-Aeq 
Hours Arranged 
6785 SPC 475 01 lntercultural Prob 4 Pryately M 
MTWR 1140-1 335 MS 114 
6789 SPC 520' 02 Theor of Persuasion 4 Haught K 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 107 
6790 SPC 575 01 lntercultural Prob 4 Pryately M 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 114 
SPORT SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
5068 ss 257 01 Coaching Track 3 Waxlax Bob 
MTWR 1140-1300 HAH S306 
5069 ss 260 01 Coaching Softball 3 Becker Sue 
MTWR 1140-1300 HAH S305 
5032 ss 304• 01 Care + Prev Athl lnj 3 Zezoney Frank 
MTWR 0800-0925 HAH 242 
5034 ss 304• 02 Care+ Prev Athl lnj 3 Zezoney Frank 
MTWR 0935-1055 HAH 242 
5089 ss 491 01 Psychology of Sport 4 Waxlax Bob 
MTWR 0730-0925 HAH S306 
5090 ss 591 01 Psychology of Sport 3 Waxlax Bob 
MTWR 0730-0925 HAH S306 
SPORT SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
5045 ss 339 01 Coaching Practicum 1 Whitlock Dee 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
5095 ss 456 01 Adm lntersch Alhleti 3 Simpson Mike 
MTWR 0935-1055 HAH S306 
5096 ss 556 01 Adm lntersch Alhleti 3 Simpson Mike 
MTWR 0935-1055 HAH S306 
STATISTICS/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4011 STAT 229 01 Topics Des+ Inf Sta 4 Sundheim Richard 
MTWR 0935-1130 ECG 117 
4040 STAT 443 01 Intro to Prob Models 4 Bird Howard 
MTWR 0730-0925 ECG 118 
4043 STAT 543 01 Intro to Prob Models 3 Bird Howard 
MTWR 0730-0925 ECG 118 
STUDENT TEACHING 
ED By permission only. Contact Teacher Development office 
prior to submitting course request at advance registration, 
May 3. 
SOCIAL WORK/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
6481 SW 211 01 Intro Social Wettare Brennan N 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 207 
SOCIOLOGY/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
6354 SOC 444 01 Internships VA Havir L 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
SOCIOLOGY /FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
6351 SOC 160 01 Principles of Soc 4 Mehdi A 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 220 
6352 SOC 277 01 Courtship + Marriage 4 Murphy J 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 220 
6353 SOC 362 01 Social Change 4 Mehdi A 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 221 
6358 SOC 472 01 Family Sociology 4 Tyler D 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 207 
SOCIOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
6355 SOC 160 02 Principles of Soc Baer A 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 220 
6359 SOC 261 01 Social Problems Davis L 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 106 
6356 SOC 278 01 Social Slalistics Baer A 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 221 
SPANISH/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
6601 SPAN 131 01 Elem Spanish I 4 Rosado Ana-Cecilia 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 106 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
1952 SPED 403 01 Found in SPED I 4 Ward B 
TR 1300-I 645 EB A235 
1953 SPED 405 01 Behavior Problems Ayers F 
Permission Form Required 
MT 0730-1110 EB 8112 
1955 SPED 408 01 Dev Screen/ Assess Ch Raduns P 
MW 1300-1645 EB A235 
I 957 SPED 415 01 Medical Perspec Clrm Ayers F 
WR 0730-1 135 EB 8112 
1959 SPED 416 01 AssessmenlforSPED Raduns P 
MT 0730-1 110 EB A235 
Non-SPED Majors Permission Needed 
1961 SPED 419 01 Rdg/LangforSpecSI Walker J 
WR 0730-1035 EB 8214 
1963 SPED 420 01 Skills Sev Hand I Ward B 
Co-Requisile: 2 SPED 421 1965 
MT 0730-1110 EB 8214 
Non-SPED Majors Only 
1965 SPED 421 01 Skills Sev Hand II 4 Moore M 
Co-Requisite: 2 SPED 420 1963 
WR 0730-1135 EB A235 
Non-SPED Majors Only 
1967 SPED 436 01 Communic + Consult 4 Welhk J 
Begin / End Date 06-27 lo 07-12 Permission Form Required 
MTWRF 1300-1810 EB A123 
1969 SPED 445 01 Issue & Concept Ld I 4 Bigler J 
Permission Form Required 
MTWRF 1315-1 655 EB 8214 
1951 SPED 503 01 Found in SPED I 3 Ward B 
TR 1300-1645 EB A235 
21 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT 
SPED 517 01 
COURSE TITLE 
Emot/ Behav Oisor Stu 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
3 Reese S 
1 1980 MT 0930-1215 EB A235 
1982 SPED 531 01 Car+Voc Spec Nds Stu 3 Schlicht S 
MT 1300-1645 EB A235 
1984 SPED 543 01 Community Resources 3 Koebnick A I Begin/End Dale 07-29 to 08-02 
MTWRF 0800-1640 EB A 128 
1986 SPED 546 01 Issue & Concept Ld 2 3 Bigler J 
Permission Form Required 
MTWRF 1315-1655 EB 8214 
1987 SPED 624 01 
Co-Requis~e: 2 SPED 6251988 
Begin/ End Date 07-15 to 07-26 
MTWRF 0815-1200 MS 102 
1988 SPED 625 01 
Co-Requisite: 2 SPED 624 1987 
Begin / End Date 07-15 to 07-26 
MTWRF 1230-1615 MS 102 
1989 SPED 661 01 
Permission Form Required 
Co-Requisilo: 2 SPED 660 1972 
Hours Arranged 
1990 SPED 671 01 
Permission Form Required 
Co-Requisile: 2 SPED 670 1973 
Hours Arranged 
1991 SPED 681 01 
Permission Form Required 
Co-Requisile: 2 SPED 680 1975 
Hours Arranged 
1994 SPED 690 01 
Begin/ End Dale 07-15 to 07-16 
MT 0830-1500 MS 101 
Dif lnsl Gift / Talent 3 Wellik J 
Enhancing Creativity 3 Wellik J 
Pracl Sev(Multi)Menl 3 Staff 
Grading Oplions: SU-Req 
Pracl E/Bd Iv-Vi 3 Gadberry 
Grading Oplions: SU-Req 
Practicum Ld II 3 Bigler J 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
Sem Well / Real Thrpy 1 Robley Q 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
6701 SPC 161 01 lnlro to Speech Comm 4 Casseday J 
MTWR 0730-0925 MS 101 
6702 SPC 161 02 lnlro lo Speech Comm 4 Ringer J 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 115 
6703 SPC 161 03 lnlro lo Speech Comm 4 Littersl J 
MTWR 11 40-1335 MS 102 
6704 SPC 161 04 lnlro to Speech Comm 4 Bineham J 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 101 
6736 SPC 220· 01 Public Speaking 4 Porter L 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 102 
6738 SPC 223 01 Effective Listening 4 Hyde B 
MTWR 0935-1 130 MS 114 
6743 SPC . 226 0t Interpersonal Comm 4 Hyde B 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 114 
6750 SPC 250 01 Voice and Diction 4 Casseday J 
MTWR 0935-t 130 MS 107 
6756 SPC 325 01 Small Group Comm 4 Porter L 
MTWR 11 40-1335 MS 115 
6760 SPC 326 01 lnterprsnl Comm Busi 4 Ringer J 
MTWR 0730-0925 MS 115 
6771 SPC 420" 01 Theor of Persuasion 4 Bineham J 
MTWR 0730-0925 MS 114 
6775 SPC 425" 01 Organizational Comm 4 Eyo B 
MTWR 11 40-1335 MS 107 
6781 SPC 444 01 Spc Comm lnlernship VA Grachek A 
Permission Form Required Grading Opl ions: SU-Req 
Hours Arranged 
6788 SPC 520· 01 Theor of Persuasion 4 Bineham J 
MTWR 0730-0925 MS 114 
TECHNOLOGY/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
7271 TECH 444 01 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
Internship 8 Downey Jane 
Grading Oplions: SU-Req 
TECHNOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
7261 TECH 151 01 Tech Malh I 
MTWR 1140-1335 HH 214 
7272 TECH 207 01 Air Transportation 
MTWR 0730-0930 HH 214 
7262 TECH 465 01 Photo Ed Workshop 
Begin/ End Date 06-11 to 06-19 
T 0930-1730 HH 230 MWRF 
7264 TECH 465 02 Photo Ed Workshop 
Begin/ End Date 06-18 to 06-26 
T 0930-1730 HH 230 MWRF 
7266 TECH 495 01 Robotics Workshop 
Begin/End Date 07-08 to 07-1 1 
MTWR 0930-1630 HH 227 
7263 TECH 565 0t Photo Ed Workshop 
Begin / End Date06-1 1 to06-t9 
T 0930-1 730 HH 230 MWRF 
7265 TECH 565 02 Photo Ed Workshop 
Begin /End Date 06-18 to 06-26 
T 0930-1730 HH 230 MWRF 
7267 TECH 595 01 Robotics Workshop 
Begin/End Dale 07-08 lo 07-11 
MTWR 0930-1630 HH 227 
TECHNOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
7270 TECH 152• 01 Tech Math II 
MTWR 0935-t 130 HH 214 
7268 TECH 495 02 Computer System Ins 
Begin / End Date 07-15 to 07-18 
MTWR 0930-1630 HH 227 
7269 TECH 595 02 Computer System Inst 
Begin / End Date 07- 15 to 07-18 
MTWR 0930-1630 HH 227 
THEATRE/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
7401 TH 140 01 Intro to Thea+ Film 
MTWR 11 40-1335 PA C STG 
7412 TH 260 01 Understanding Movies 
MW 1800-2200 PA 221 
THEATRE/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
7 436 TH 148 01 Acting for Everyone 
MTWR 1140-1335 PA 221 




4 Brailh Wayne 
0930-1730 HH 217 
4 Gammell John 
0930-1730 HH 217 
2 Goke Jim 
4 Braith Wayne 
0930-1730 HH 217 
4 Gammell John 
0930-1730 HH 217 











Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged Lab Arranged 
7446 TH 373 01 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
7426 TH 496 01 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
7 427 TH 496 02 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
7 428 TH 596 01 
Permission Form Required 
Hours Arranged 
Creative Proj Tech 2 Jurik Harvey 
Lab Arranged 
Summer Theatre VR Holder Lin 
Lab Arranged 
Summer Theatre VR Jurik Harvey 
Lab Arranged 




See LOCAL AND URBAN AFFAIRS 
WOMENS STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
6990 WS 201 01 lnlro Womens Studies 4 Stanley Jan 
MTWR 0935-1 130 SH 102 
6992 WS 305 01 Campus Rape 1 Olsen Jane 
Begin/End Date 06-1 t to 06-27 
TR 1140-1335 SH 106 
WOMENS STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
6991 WS 201 02 Int ro Womens Studies 4 Brennan Nancy 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 102 
See Also: HURL 201 , 502; PSY 275 
Office of Records and Registration ADVANCE REGISTRATION SUMMER COURSE REQUEST FORMsllS0091 STUDENT'S ENROILED IN SPRING 
St. Cloud State University New special, new gradwte, former and currently enrolled students are strongly encouraged to take advantage of advance registration, QUARTER DAY CIA~ES MUST 
St. Cloud, MN 56301 Please Fill In or Circle The Proper Items Must Be Returned by May 3, 1991 NOT USE IBIS FORM 
(Please Use Full Legal Name) 
4Hl IIIIUJLLJ I I I I I I I I LJ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 





L Minn. Resident 
2. Non-Resident 
University Residence Location 
1. Twin City Metro Area 
2, St. Cloud Within 10 Miles 
3, St. Cloud 11 to 40 Miles 
4. Other 
Ethnic Group 
1. Asian or Pacific Islander 
2. Arn. Indian or Alaska Native 
3. Black (Non-Hispanic) 
4, Hispanic (Latin or S. American) 
5. W'hite (Non-Hispanic) 
Permanent Address and Phone 
4H2 1 I I I I I I I I I 
Street Address (Line 1) 
I I I I I I I 
City 




I I I I I 111111 □ 
Month Day Year File No. IfKnawn LVL 
Of Birth 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Street Address (Line 2 If Needed • e.g. Apt. etc.) 
Send Grades To- D 
(Circle One) PRJ 
1. Permanent Address 
2. Local Address 




I I I I I I 4H3 1 I I I I I I I I I I 
Zip Code Area Code Telephone 
County of Permanent Address--------------------------
Local Address and Phone (Please Complete Even If Same as Above) 
4H2 2 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Street Address ( Line 1) 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I w 
City 
Emergency Contact Address and Name 
(Circle One of the Numbers) 
4H4 1. Permanent Address 
2. Inca! Address 
ORIGINAL REQUEST 
CREF" 
4Cl i. I I I I I I 2, Audit I 
2. I I I I I I 2, Audit I 
3. I I I I I I 2, Audit I 
4.1 I I I I I 2, Aud.It I 
s. I I I I I I 2. Audit I 
6.1 I I I I I 2, Audit I 
7.1 I I I I I 2, Audit I 
State 




I I I 2, Audit ---
30 
I I I 2 Audit ---
47 
I I I 2,Audit ---
64 
I I I 2, Audit ---
30 I I I 2,Audit ---
47 I I I 2, Audit ---
64 I I I 2. Audit ---
"" 
Street Addres.~ (Line 2 If Needed • e.g, Apt. etc.) 
I I I I I I 4H3 2 I I I I I I I I I I 
Zip Code 80 Area Code Telephone 
You must have a completed Baccalaureate (4 year) Degree to register for 
500-600 level classes. 
Do you hold a Baccalaureate Degree? Yes__ No __ 
Have you attended St. Cloud State before? Yes__ No_ 
If yes, First Quarter Attended? Qtr. Year 
If no, you will be classified as a special student and not as a candidate for a 
degree at St. Cloud State University. 
"Audit" Means No Credit. OFFICE USE ONLY 
Circle if no credit is desired. 
I I I I I I 4Al I NI slnl 
GOA 
g 
Summer School Director ID Office of Graduate Studies St. Cloud State University 720 Fourth Avenue South 
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301-4498 
·1'1,:i.n.n,ru,u 
!111t{ij!~~,t!i11: -- ,,i~l,.1. i,!t i. ~ 
:fJ~;,;{ii;~},;i; 
Prepared by the Offices of Public Relalions & Publications and Printing Services. SCSU is an equal opportunity educator and employer. 
